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1. Introduction
In May 2020, I received an invitation to join the recently established Working
Group on Diversity and Gender in the Brazilian Federation of Associations of
Librarians, Information Scientists and Institutions (FEBAB)1. The group’s selfdeclared mission includes developing guidelines for how libraries are to interact
with Brazil’s LGBTQIA+ community, creating a basic bibliography LGBTQIA+
related literature and producing a discrimination-sensitive thesaurus. When I
joined the group, members were already enthusiastically circulating educational
materials, manuals, and information on current events back and forth. Moreover,
a central idea has been to coordinate collective actions and create a network of
library professionals for the exchange of knowledge and experiences. This
ambitious and beautiful project inspired me to examine the ways in which libraries
take part in processes of social and cultural transformation.
In Brazil, such a transformation is palpable2. More recent cultural products3 and
scientific production from Brazil (s. chapter 2.3.2.) testify to the unprecedented
sense of pride in people that suffered most from the hierarchical and patriarchal
structures still in place. Where did this change come from? And was there some
sort of connection with the creation the FEBAB work group?
In this research, I am interested in analyzing whether the libraries’ online activities
can be seen as a form of identity political activism. In the following section, I will
introduce the concept of activist communication that I will rely on in this
dissertation, and discuss why social media networks are an adequate empirical

The original name of the working group in Portuguese is Grupo de Trabalho Bibliotecas pela Diversidade e Enfoque de
Gênero. The name of FEBAB in Portuguese is Federação Brasileira de Associações de Bibliotecários, Cientistas da
Informação e Instituições.
2 “Visible social changes took decades to be consolidated in Brazil (1960–1999), since political and societal changes were
constantly occurring. Three key factors during this period are relevant to social change: the promotion of democratic principles,
the participation of society in public issues, and the engagement of communities in the construction of regional education
policies. During this period, Brazil strengthened citizenship through the participation of popular organizations and NGOs,
which illustrates important progress for democracy, education, and civil rights in the country” (Maldonado-Mariscal 2020).
3 “Brazil’s LGBTQ artists are taking the spotlight” (Sounds & Colours): https://soundsandcolours.com/articles/brazil/brazilslgbtq-artists-are-taking-the-spotlight-46891/ (Online June 25 2021).
1
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source when analyzing the activism of the Brazilian library communities. In
chapter 2 I start by giving a brief outline of the political conditions in Brazil that
form the backdrop to the libraries’ activist engagement with identity politics. The
progressive turn in Brazilian politics over the last two decades has had a positive
impact on several discriminated minorities. These social transformations have
also raised new questions to the social responsibilities of libraries and the potential
of social media in bringing about political change. In this section, I address these
shifts, and introduce some of the central studies that have informed my analyses
of these social phenomena grounded in Library and Information Sciences (LIS)
methodology. These studies largely follow a quantitative approach (e.g.
bibliometrics). Yet, I took a different path in this dissertation, because it was not
appropriate for the collected data. In chapter 3 I will explain why this is, along
with a detailed description of the materials and methods that produced the results
presented in chapter 4. The following chapter will then discuss the meaning of
these results and contextualize them within the socio-political setting they are
taken from and the body of literature that revolves around the intersection of
libraries and society. In doing so, I will also point out the limitations of this
research and open up perspectives for follow-up studies. I will begin, however,
by defining some of the recurrent terms that are relevant to this research.

1.1. Term definitions
1.1.1. Identity politics

Activist work that seeks to improve the political conditions for social groups that
face systemic discrimination are often described as a form of identity politics.
According to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (SEP), identity politics
7

has come to signify a wide range of political activity and theorizing founded in the shared
experiences of injustice of members of certain social groups. […] [I]dentity political formations
typically aim to secure the political freedom of a specific constituency marginalized within its
larger context. Members of that constituency assert or reclaim ways of understanding their
distinctiveness that challenge dominant oppressive characterizations, with the goal of greater
self-determination.4

In other words, identity politics can be understood as a form of political
mobilization motivated by the collective experience of marginalization. From this
perspective, “identity” is not a static construct, but a political position in-between
ascription and identification. This fact is sometimes obscured by epithets like
“Afro-” or “Indigenous”, because they suggest a collectivity, whereas the
members of these groups are, obviously, also individuals (Sansone 2020). By
relying on constructions that may or may not border on stereotypes and, in some
cases, lie outside of the reality of experiences of a given individual, the potential
for identification is reduced.
Still, identity-based political actions have been successful in triggering diverse
emancipation processes since the second half of the 20th century. At the time,
various and very heterogeneous social movements – second wave feminism, the
(Black) Civil Rights Movement, gay and lesbian liberation, etc. – massively
started to press for recognition (SEP)5. In many cases, the aim has been legal
recognition (reproductive rights, the end of “Jim Crow” legislation in the Southern
U.S., decriminalization of crossdressing and homosexuality, etc.). In the process,
many groups have also sought to reclaim and transform stigmatized traits or codes
assigned to them (ibid.)6. Sansone (2020) argues that, in contemporary times,
identity politics rely even more heavily on strategies that increase the visibility of
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (SEP): https://stanford.library.sydney.edu.au/archives/win2019/entries/identitypolitics/ (Online June 21 2021).
5 “The scope of political movements that may be described as identity politics is broad: the examples used in the
philosophical literature are predominantly of struggles within western capitalist democracies, but indigenous rights
movements worldwide” (SEP).
6 “Identity politics starts from analyses of oppression to recommend, variously, the reclaiming, redescription, or
transformation of previously stigmatized accounts of group membership. Rather than accepting the negative scripts offered
by a dominant culture about one's own inferiority, one transforms one's own sense of self and community, often through
consciousness-raising” (SEP).
4
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the group (he terms it “theatrical”), because their appeal may determine the
success of their search for political allies in the struggle for rights.
Queer theoretical perspectives have developed nuanced critiques of how identity
politics centered on a ‘paradigm of equality’ can risk to reinforce the social
pressure on the minorities they seek to empower by buttressing narrow identity
categories, and marginalizing further those who fall outside the borders and who
operate in the spaces ‘in between’.7 (Colling 2013). This hinders potential allies
to recognize the intersecting points of their discrimination experiences and can
lead to further marginalization within the marginalized group 8. According to
Miskolci (2012), demanding respect or tolerance vis-à-vis diversity is also
something entirely different from actually problematizing the hegemony of the
cultural and political order. Instead, minorities should embrace the “politics of
difference” that focus on the critique of “normalization regimes” and on raising
awareness through cultural manifestations rather than judicial interventions
(ibid.). Positions like these are essential for theorizing and policymaking, but as
Colling himself states, the goal of such criticism is not to invalidate identity
politics altogether. Both can be complementary, as Santos and Nunes (2004: 47f.)
expressed it: “we have the right to be equal when our differences make us inferior,
but we [also] have the right to be different when our equality makes us the same”
(my translation). This quote reads like a rather poetic rendition of the
intersectional approach proposed by Kimberlé Crenshaw:

The most one could expect is that we will dare to speak against internal exclusions and
marginalizations, that we might call attention to how the identity of "the group" has been
Cf. also Gielen (2020: 14): “[O]ut of the contradictions and segregations raised by such political formations [e.g. ‘identities’]
rises an unstoppable ‘in-between’ category. This ambiguous population category is not meaningless like an empty signifier but
is on the contrary full of meaning as it is overpopulated with all those falling between the monocultures of the multicultural
world”.
8 “[T]here is a heterosexual matrix that imposes a coherent line between sex – gender – desire – sexual practice, but countless
people do not fit into this norm. The more distant a person lies to this line, the more violence he or she suffers, because other
people will be invested in making them ‘get on track’” (“existe uma matriz heterossexual que exige a linha coerente entre sexo
– gênero – desejo – prática sexual, mas inúmeras pessoas não seguem essa norma. Quanto mais a pessoa foge dessa linha, mais
violência ela sofre, pois as demais pessoas estarão a postos para fazer que o sujeito ‘entre nos trilhos’”, Colling 2013: 413, my
translation).
7
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centered on the intersectional identities of a few. Recognizing that identity politics takes place
at the site where categories intersect thus seems more fruitful than challenging the possibility
of talking about categories at all. Through an awareness of intersectionality, we can better
acknowledge and ground the differences among us and negotiate the means by which these
differences will find expression in constructing group politics. (Crenshaw 1991: 1299)

Identity politics, intersectionality and Queer theory have obviously been received
in Brazil too, albeit rather recently. The reception was certainly aided by favorable
political circumstances (s. chapter 2.1.), but also by the unprecedented diffusion
potential that communication technology proved to have.

1.1.2. (Cyber)Activism, advocacy, engagement

For Harlow and Guo (2014: 465 apud Dookhoo 2015), “activism” constitutes the
“practices of individuals challenging the status quo in order to bring about social,
political or economic change”. The internet and especially social media have
redefined activist structures and the scope of their work. As Li et al. (2019: 856)
put it, “with the introduction of social media, any individual can be an active part
of a social movement by publicizing their opinions and ‘sharing’ or ‘retweeting’
information to a global audience”. This gives potentially every citizen (who is
digitally included) the agency to participate in social movements (Malta / Oliveira
2016). It also gives cyber-activism a whole different dynamic, since many actors
can potentially create content and disseminate it in a matter of hours, depending
on their individual range (Li et al. 2019). Cammaerts (2015) applies Gerlach’s and
Hines’s SPIN-model in order to describe the general outlines that social
movements take in the virtual space: 1) Segmentation – fluid and diverse in
demands and aims; 2) Polycentric – leaderless and containing a multiplicity of
identities; 3) Integration – horizontal structures and the building chains of
equivalence; 4) Networks – non-hierarchical, complex interconnections and flows
10

of information. Cooperation is a key-point of web 2.0 “cyberculture”, because it
is exactly by means of multidirectional information sharing that collective
processes are shaped and new social spaces are created (Malta / Oliveria 2016).
The resulting networks are “more fluid, more decentralised, more deinstitutionalised and more global” (Cammaerts 2015: 6) and certainly one of the
reasons why, during the last decade or so, many formerly underrepresented social
issues have managed to attain some spotlight, as e.g. sexual violence (Li et al.
2019).
This strength of Cyberactivism has been equally identified as its biggest flaw and
dubbed “lazy” activism, “slacktivism”9 or “clicktivism”, also because of the “lack
of risk exposure” it provides to ‘activists’ (Neumayer / Svensson 2014: [8]).
Indeed, one may wonder how involved those social media users can be, who hit a
like button and then immediately lose interest in the cause. At the same time, even
“lazy” individual action can end up making a difference, because it aids the
circulation of the message and might contribute e.g. to connecting a project or
cause with a sponsor (Sebastião / Elias 2012). Moreover, as I will demonstrate,
the “risk of exposure” is not necessarily null10, especially if public figures or
institutions are involved. Apart from that, we have to consider that there are,
evidently, other types of web ‘activists’ as well, ranging from ‘real’ activists that
show high levels of online and offline involvement, to individuals or
organizations that provide some sort of support (e.g. financial) to a cause or a
network (Sebastião / Elias 2012). A common feature and key advantage of
cyberactivism is the relatively low threshold for people to engage in an action.
Keller et al. (2018) have interviewed female “hashtag activists” and report that
some women attested this kind of activism a higher effectiveness “than traditional

Dookhoo (2015) found that so-called Millenials are mostly “slacktivists”, but are more likely to engage in online than
offline activism.
10 Neumayer and Svensson (2014: [8]) also ponder that even ‘lazy’ “actions may turn into civil disobedience and expose
activists to a high level of risk when carried out in, for example, authoritarian states in which the mere act of publicly voicing
criticism may be considered an act of civil disobedience”.
9
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activism (e.g., protests) in educating them about how to participate in a social
movement or activism” (Keller et al. 2018 apud Li et al. 2019: 856).
For the purpose of this research, I define ‘activism’ in its broadest acceptation,
according to which “all kinds of expressions of opinion, from blogging to nonviolent civil disobedience” (Neumayer / Svensson 2014: [4]) may figure as
‘activisms’. Unlike Svensson (2011), I argue that “participation” – in the sense of
exerting “influence [on] public decision-makers” (Neumayer / Svensson 2014:
[4]) – may not always be the ultimate goal of every action. However, online
participation (sometimes called “e-participation”, s. chapter 3.3.) can go well
beyond this narrow conception and include

comments in discussion forums, likes and comments on Facebook, the signing of online
petitions, and shows of solidarity with a demand on Twitter as well as the spreading of
awareness (and perhaps mobilisation of participation) by sharing and disseminating
information, for example through retweets, Facebook status updates, blog posts, or other
forms of information sharing or updating. (Neumayer / Svensson 2014: [8])

This means that potentially a huge variety of content can be regarded as ‘activist’
in the digital sphere. Of course, the actors themselves might not always perceive
their political actions as ‘activism’, but rather as a form of political support
(Neumayer / Svensson 2014). For the researchers, the key dividing line is the
“preparedness to act in civil disobedience and expose oneself to a high level of
risk” (Neumayer / Svensson 2014: [12]). As I will not analyze individuals, but
(public) institutions that are, in addition, in many ways part of the ‘establishment’,
I cannot apply the same yardstick. I will consider the whole range of
manifestations alluded to above, as long as they have the potential to deconstruct
stereotypes and point out or condemn systemic discrimination, triggering cultural
transformation (Malta / Oliveira 2016). I will still use the term ‘activism’11 instead
of paraphrases like “political engagement”, because it emphasizes the disruptive
11

By writing it in quotes I emphasize this very broad definition and differentiate from other, more specialized uses.
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potential of even small actions, especially in a politically heated atmosphere.
However, I will occasionally use “advocacy” or “engagement” for stylistic
variation, but they all refer to the same facts and circumstances. Since the context
of the research is online communication, I will refrain from using “cyberactivism”
whenever it is clear that I am referring to ‘activism’ in the digital sphere.
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2. Literature review
2.1. The social configuration of Brazil
Historically, Brazil has always been a conservative country. Colonial society was
highly stratified and hierarchical (Fausto 2014). Unfortunately, these hierarchical
relationships are proving to be rather time resistant. In his critical reflection of the
power structures that still govern Brazil, Souza (2019) identifies slavery as the
paradigm, in which the entire society is embedded to this day, but which fails to
be recognized in its all-encompassing nature in historical and contemporary
analyses. In fact, the theory of Brazil as a “racial democracy”, spearheaded by
sociologist Gilberto Freyre12, was very well received among intellectuals in the
mid-20th century and still casts its shadow, albeit more discretely, well into the
21st century. Freyre (e.g. 1973) and other intellectuals theorized that racism simply
dissolved with the end of the slave economy13 and the freedom of former slaves
transmuted directly into citizenship (Guimarães 2016). In this vision, people of
different physical attributes would coexist harmoniously in Brazil and the
inequalities that remained were solely of socioeconomic nature, but would be
absorbed in the long term by the mestizo’s (pt. mestiço) high social mobility
(Paixão 2013). This concept was so heavily instrumentalized that it turned into a
constitutive trait of Brazilian national identity in the 20th century (ibid.)14.
Conservative – and for several periods authoritarian – governments never tried to
challenge, but rather tried to maintain these hierarchical structures. The last
military coup (1964), for instance, was triggered by ‘too progressive’ propositions
of then president João Goulart when the measures he proposed to achieve
economic redistribution (e.g. land reform, nationalizations, etc.) caused heavy
Freyre’s theory stands for the more “optimistic” ones, while more radical intellectuals saw the complete assimilation and,
thus, disappearance of Blacks as the logical final step of their eugenics project (Guimarães 2016).
13 And that it was not as pronounced as in other parts of the Americas to begin with, due to the ‘inclusive’ character of
Portuguese colonization (Guimarães 2016).
14 At the same time, the (‘high’) culture remained extremely elitist and continued to look for cultural references especially in
Europe and North America, treating the African cultural element as ‘foreign’ or, at best, ‘exotic’ (Paixão 2013).
12
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mobilization mainly of the upper strata of society, who invoked the threat of
“communism” (Fausto 2014). The very same rhetoric was used by the right-wing
politician, former military man and dictatorship “enthusiast” Jair Messias
Bolsonaro upon and even after the 2019 elections. The current president was and
is still seen by many as someone (the only one?) who can restore the ‘natural’
order of things15.

2.2. Identity politics and activism in Brazil
The 2002 presidential elections produced the first major shift in power with the
victory of the left-wing worker's party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, PT) and its
charismatic leader Luís Inácio "Lula" da Silva. PT's election win was also the
result of the close ties it had forged with activist groups and social movements
within the leftist political spectrum after the end of the last military dictatorship
in 1985 (Fausto 2014). With the inauguration in 2003, the party was expected to
repay the previous endorsement and co-militancy by, finally, translating the
political demands formulated in their agendas into policies (Pereira 2016). For the
first time in the country's history, many marginalized groups were able to make
their voices heard. Thanks to (still modest) economic redistribution 16 and
affirmative action, segments of the population that had never participated in the
political discourse before gained access to higher education, which ultimately
reflected on the discourse itself. The brutal inequ(al)ity that dominates every
aspect of Brazilian society17 to this day quit being regarded as something given

“He [Bolsonaro] was regarded as the only one capable of reducing violence through repressive measures and disciplining
society in the face of moral degradation in a country where the rights of leftists, gays, and Black people were supposedly better
protected than those of the ‘ordinary citizen’” (Rocha 2021: 22).
16 “Between 2003 and 2011 nearly 40 million Brazilians moved above the poverty line” (Spyer 2017: 8).
17 GINI Index: 0,530 (2019). From: UNU-WIDER, World Income Inequality Database (WIID) Version 31 May 2021:
https://www.wider.unu.edu/database/world-income-inequality-database-wiid (online June 10th 2021).
15
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and inevitable, but rather as an unjust system of domination intended to maintain
the status quo.
Many marginalized groups managed to acquire some level of political
representation through identity politics in Brazil. Sansone (2020) speaks of an
“identity wave”18 that was possible due to series of revolutions: a “demographic
revolution” (high number of young people with the opportunity to consume
culture, styles and technology), an “educational” (higher number of youths in
school and a bigger focus on forming their personalities), an “economic” (higher
life standards for huge fractions of the population, changing the possibilities and
desires for their own futures) and, finally, a “technological” one (with the wide
availability of smartphones and internet connections). Moreover, the importance
of the Federal Supreme Court’s decision on the constitutionality of affirmative
action and other mechanisms for historical reparation cannot be overestimated,
e.g.

policies aimed at the socio-economic integration of Black Brazilians

(affirmative action) or the special protection of women against violence (Maria
da Penha Law)19.
The history of the Black Movement is somewhat different to its North American
counterpart. As was the case in the United States of America, physical traits and
arbitrary historical ascriptions of behavior, capabilities, etc., came to be used to
legitimize social inequalities (ibid.). However, unlike in the United States, the
concept of “race” and the (bipolar) classification system of individuals based on
it were historically not very widespread in Brazil. It just did not seem fit to
describe the relatively fluid and gradational reality of race relations in the South
“Onda identitária” (my translation).
Brazil has a very poor record when it comes to gender based violence. According to a research project named “Brazilian
women in public and private spaces” (“A mulher brasileira no espaço público e privado”), 43% of women have experienced
some form of sexual violence (Brilhante et al. 2016). In most cases, the aggressors were husbands and partners. Even though
this violence manifests in different ways and on many levels – affecting especially women and girls in vulnerable social
constellations – it also includes about 5,000 femicides per year (ibid.). In an attempt to reduce these alarming figures, the
government sanctioned the Law No. 11.340 in 2006 (better known as “Maria da Penha Law”), that put mechanisms into place
to “inhibit domestic and family violence against woman […] also altering the Criminal Procedure Code, the Penal Code”
(Brilhante et al. 2016: 710). Despite being a first and necessary step into the right direction, the law has proven ineffective in
the long term: “A subtle decrease of the rate was observed in 2007, immediately following the new law, and, in recent years,
the return of these values to previous known levels” (ibid.).
18
19
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American country. In fact, this is the reasoning behind the label “color” having
been preferred for a long time (Guimarães 2016). This more gradual vision opened
up conceptual space between the categories of ‘black’ and ‘white’, but also
inspired the racist ‘whitening’ ideology (pt. embranquecimento). In fact, Paixão
argues that the fluidity of this system has its own perverse effects, namely the
fragmentation and thus political weakening of groups that face at least very
similar challenges due to their phenotype. Since identification depended
preeminently on the “markedness” of their traits (Paixão 2013) and on
socioeconomic factors – economic success could lead to people being socially
accepted as ‘white’ – the establishment of an “Afro-Brazilian” identity was
hampered for a long time.
Especially with the beginning of the re-democratization process, cultural
production began to incorporate symbols of the cultures previously deemed
‘inferior’, leading to a massive re-semantization of clothes, hair styles, music
genres, speech, etc. Sansone (2019) characterizes the period from 2002 to 2016
as a transition from “invisibility” to a “new visibility”, in a few instances maybe
even a “hyper-visibility” of marginalized groups, like Afro-Brazilians. In this
period, Brazil also began experimenting with redistribution and affirmative action
based on “ethnic” principles. So, while many Blacks and (especially lightskinned) People of Color (PoC) would formerly self-identify rather as ‘nonBlack’ to escape stigmatization and heighten their chances of economic
integration (Paixão 2013), affirmative action turned the onus of ‘being Black 20’
or ‘being PoC’, for the first time in Brazilian history, into a bonus (Sansone
2020)21. The introduction of quotas and the great efforts to increase the number
of students at public universities, including post-graduation programs (Sansone
2020), proved to be the most effective measures to right the historical wrong.

When referring to people, I choose to capitalize words like “Black” or “Indigenous” to emphasize that they are identities in
their own right, and not merely adjectives.
21 In official statistics, like e.g. the national census, the category “race/ethnicity” is always self-attributed:
https://www.ipea.gov.br/portal/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=4212 (Online June 21 2021).
20
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The fact that inequality and social exclusion in Brazil were not only based on
differences in income or class affiliation is also exemplified by the struggles of
those ethnic groups that inhabited the lands before the European invasion
(Hashizume 2016). As in the case of Afro-Brazilians, Indigenous peoples, as well
as their history of resistance and political protagonism have been made largely
invisible. The public discourse still clings to the narrative of the eternal and
somewhat ‘naïve’ victims of manipulation instead (ibid.). Even tough important
land rights were granted to them in the new democratic constitution (1988),
reports of farmers and miners occupying and economically exploiting their lands
and of corrupt politicians pressuring Indigenous leaders to grant investors access
to the reserves continue to this day (ibid.). Yet again, the Bolsonaro administration
represents a deterioration of an already not particularly good situation. The current
president has been perpetuating the logic of the early colonizers and, en passant,
jeopardizing the existence of the world’s largest tropical rain forest, which has
been provoking regular outcries by media throughout the world ever since his
inauguration22.
In terms of culture, the authority of the Catholic Church – and increasingly of
protestant evangelical denominations – is still significant, which is why for
example abortion is still illegal in all but a few cases23 (Mikael-Silva / Mesaque
Martins 2015). The biggest Catholic country in the world, for a long time, has not
looked upon LGBTQIA+ people with sympathy either. Nevertheless, discussions
about the rights of sexual minorities and identities that challenge the traditional
binary have gained a remarkable degree of visibility at the turn of the
millennium24 (Friedman, 2018, speaks of a “pink wave”). Brazil's administration
promoted this development with government actions and a legal framework25.
Human Rights Watch: “Bolsonaro’s Plan to Legalize Crimes Against Indigenous Peoples”:
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/03/01/bolsonaros-plan-legalize-crimes-against-indigenous-peoples (online June 17 2021)
23 E.g. rape, serious health risks for mother.
24 Also within the community itself (Colling 2015).
25 Lula's presidencies (first term: 2003-2006; second term: 2007-2010) saw the campaign “Brazil without Homophobia” (Brasil
sem Homofobia, 2004) and the inclusion of transition therapies for transgender people in the (completely free of charge) public
health system (Sistema Único de Saúde, SUS) in 2008 (Barbosa et al. 2020). Then, during the first term (2011-2014) of his
22
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Of course, the expansion of rights and the new visibility of the LGBTQIA+
population has not been universally well received – Camila Rocha (2021: 18)
speaks of a “progressivist shock”26. Colling (2015) even criticizes the focus
LGBTQIA+ movements put on legal achievements, since values and morals in
the mainstream society do not necessarily follow suit as quickly, so that activism
might have been better allocated to cultural policies and products to begin with 27.
With the impeachment of Rousseff in 2016 – criticized by some, including herself,
as a “parliamentary coup” (Marsteintredet / Malamud 2019) – the country
experienced a return to more conservative politics. Bolsonaro owes his victory
largely to the general discontent with the PT administration and the support of
dyed-in-the-wool conservative and religious groups, but his campaign also
massively exploited homophobe sentiment in the majority population by
circulating absurd “fake news”28. Even before Bolsonaro won the election,
resistance against the ‘winds of change’ had been mobilizing, occasionally, not
even shying away from violence29.
Even though this is not the place, there is definitely reason to worry. The Brazilian
democracy is still rather young and the institutions have not proven very stable in
the past. With a functional illiteracy rate of 29% (INAF 2018), public opinion in

successor and first female president of Brazil, Dilma Rousseff, stable unions of same-sex couples were recognized in 2011,
and then, in 2013, full marriage equality was achieved 25.
26 “But things changed in Lula’s successor, Dilma Rousseff’s first mandate. In only four years, Brazilian society went through
a ‘progressivist shock’. In 2011, the Comissão Nacional da Verdade was created to investigate the State’s crimes during the
military dictatorship. The same year, the Superior Tribunal Federal (STF) recognized the rightfulness of same-sex marriage.
The following year, the STF also recognized the right to abortion in foetal anencephaly cases and confirmed the validity of the
racial quota system in public universities. A project for a constitutional amendment to widen labor rights to domestic workers,
known as PEC das Domésticas, and a law prohibiting physical punishments and cruel and degrading treatment to children and
adolescents, known as Lei da Palmada were promulgated in 2013 and 2014, respectively. Simultaneously, Brazilian versions
of the Canadian Slut Walks popped up throughout the country between 2011 and 2012, popularizing feminism among young
women and fostering new feminist activism on the streets and social networks.” (Rocha 2021: 18)
27 In fact, marriage equality was only supported by 47% of the population upon its institution in 2013. The figure is based on
an
opinion
poll
among
internet
users:
https://web.archive.org/web/20130926082310/http://portugues.christianpost.com/news/quase-metade-dos-internautasbrasileiros-aprova-o-casamento-gay-15398/. Since access to the internet is, to this day, not equally distributed in the population,
the real approval rate could be even lower.
28 Like e.g. the distribution of “baby bottles with penis-shaped teats” in order to ‘make children gay’ as part of the government
program School without Homophobia (Escola Sem Homofobia), dubbed the ‘gay kit’ by conservative political adversaries
(Pereira 2016: 127): https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/oct/18/brazil-jair-bolsonaro-whatsapp-fake-news-campaign).
29 This is tragically epitomized by the 2018 murder of feminist, Afro-Brazilian, openly bisexual (according to other sources,
lesbian), human rights activist and Rio de Janeiro city councilor Marielle Franco, who had publicly spoken out against police
brutality.
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the country is easily shaped by large private media networks 30 and social media
(Andrade 2007). The latter, as stated above, are increasingly exposed to fake
news, especially since the second term of impeached former president Rousseff.
Within this chaotic, ever more polarizing constellation, parts of the media and
many cultural associations, educational institutions, archives and libraries have
tried to live up to their role as information hubs and also as agents of a liberal and
democratic society. The next chapter will address the political dimension of
librarianship.

2.3. The role of libraries
2.3.1. Libraries as political agents

For a long time, libraries have been (and in part still are) understood as reservoirs
of knowledge. They are supposed to and excel at collecting humanity's collective
memory and preserving it for future generations. Because of its mission of serving
the general public, some argue that it is important for the library to be impartial
or 'neutral' and not to stick to a particular agenda.
Even though the idea of the library as reservoir is not fundamentally wrong, it still
reveals two significant flaws. First, a library is much more than a mere
information warehouse31. It is true that collecting and organizing information are
still essential activities for librarians, but the third and, at least, equally important
pillar within the traditional triad of professional librarianship has always been

30 The biggest network in the country, Rede Globo, is part of the Grupo Globo media conglomerate, the largest in

Latin America,
and is owned by the Marinho family. It is known to have supported the military regime in the past and is often criticized of
being partial in its news broadcasting, presenting events only in accordance with the network's own agenda. There is even an
article in the English-language Wikipedia dedicated entirely to the criticism of Rede Globo:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_Rede_Globo.
31 For Civallero (2013), being a mere "knowledge deposit" represents the worst state of existence for a library. In fact, for him,
once a given institution takes refuge in the "ivory tower", it actually ceases to be a library.
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dissemination of information. Even the richest collections will not be of any
intellectual worth, if they cannot be accessed by the community the library caters
to. And this task is no more passive than the other two, i.e. making information
accessible is more than just 'leaving the door open'. Apart from the preservation
work necessary to keep materials accessible throughout time32, their content has
to be duly indexed, as to remain traceable. This usually involves classification to
some extent, i.e. librarians sort new material into previously defined categories.
Since they do not make these up on the spot, but rely on standardized vocabularies
and thesauri, the categories themselves might appear objective or ‘neutral’.
However, no work done by libraries or archives is ever 'neutral'. Collection
involves careful selection of materials, and, by implication, exclusion of cultural
products deemed ‘unworthy’ or otherwise ‘unfit’ to be archived. And this ‘keepor-toss’ process of decision making is an ideological one that not only affects
certain categories of artifacts, but potentially entire matrices of knowledge,
especially those that originated outside of the Western, Judeo-Christian
tradition33.
Mathias Danbolt (2010) argues, with Halberstam (2005) that archives (and by
extension libraries) represent “a theory of cultural relevance, a construction of
collective memory”. It is important to emphasize the aspect of memory
construction, because, as Buenrostro and Cabbab (2019: 6) remind us, “[s]ocial
movements do not only rely on and respond to current circumstances, but they
significantly depend on past events, experiences, and specific local and national
contexts”. This means that libraries and archives can act as ‘memory activists’ by
merely collecting objects that tell (his)stories from marginalized perspectives.
This way, they will then have a better chance of feeding back into the dominant
discourses. Information is a powerful tool. It can be put to various uses, either
supporting the established order or challenging it (Civallero 2013). Considering
This is especially true for digital documents.
As a matter of fact, Civallero (2013) regards the library as a powerful instrument to be used in the (ongoing) pursuit of
decolonization.
32
33
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that the decisions librarians make have the potential to influence “the minds of the
young generation and [...] the prevailing outlook of the adult world of tomorrow”
(Durrani / Smallwood 2006: 7), people of this profession hold quite a lot of power
as well as a lot of responsibility.
Since information is also a public good, guaranteeing free access to it can very
well be equated with protecting basic citizens’ rights. It is thus one of the very
ethical foundations of librarianship. At the same time, a library also has a
responsibility towards its specific community that is generally not ‘everyone’ or,
at least, not everyone in the same way. In fact, this is a fundamental demand
Durrani and Smallwood make:

In all societies with class divisions and class struggles, library services tend to be a service for
elite by elite, providing a service to the dominating classes and their allies only. In situations
like these, the process of liberating the library service for those previously excluded is the key
role of library workers and professionals. The challenge is to develop a service that is open to
all irrespective of class, race, gender, ability, age, sexual orientation, political beliefs, etc. The
service needs to be an inclusive one, which reaches out to all who are currently excluded. [...]
We will need to learn not to be “neutral” but, instead, take sides on behalf of those previously
excluded in everything we do in order to build an “equal” library service. (Durrani / Smallwood
2006: 8f.)

Otherwise, librarians risk acting in “collusion with the forces which perpetuate
disadvantage” (Iverson apud Durrani / Smallwood 2006: 11). This is why,
according to Civallero (2013), “emancipatory conscience and a will to
transform”34 are fundamental attributes of library work in the 21st century. In
order not to collude with social injustice, libraries cannot “drift along with the tide
of 'neutral' librarianship” (Durrani / Smallwood 2006: 6), and should instead “play
a central role in liberating people, their cultures, and their economies from the
privatised future that [corporate] globalisation has planned for them” (ibid.). In
this vein, a whole movement has begun to emerge as a very vocal alternative to

34

"con conciencia emancipadora y voluntad transformadora" (Civallero 2013: 158, translated with DeepL).
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the more conservative and establishment oriented traditions of 'neutral' Library
and Information Science (LIS). Durrani and Smallwood (2006) speak of “socially
responsible librarianship”, Birdsall (2006), Rosenzweig and Civallero (2013) of
“activist”, “progressive” or “radical librarianship”, whereas Samek (2008)
invokes the “critical library community”. The common idea is that libraries have
no other option than recognizing that they do not exist in a political and cultural
vacuum (Civallero 2013), but are part of a social context governed by power
dynamics that also shape their work. Civallero idealizes a “nonconformist,
independent, uncontrolled, insurgent, contesting, rebellious profession, always
alert and in search of the truth. A rigorous, non-neutral and politically active
profession. One that takes sides, commits, fights and defends a certain position,
which will have been adopted in an informed and free manner”35 (Civallero 2013:
158, translated with DeepL). In fact, social action and community work might
also be key areas to ensure libraries’ relevance – or even their very survival –in
the future, amid ever more numerous and diverse information hosts and channels
for information distribution:

[I]f the information profession does not acknowledge its social responsibility and act upon it,
it will no longer have a social role. People will then develop alternative models of information
and knowledge communication, which do meet their needs. There will then be no libraries as
we know them today. (Durrani / Smallwood 2006: 19)

These arguments seem to have resonated with mainstream LIS. The American
Library Association (ALA) and the International Federation of Library
Associations (IFLA) have both explicitly stated the social role of information
institutions in their position statements. The ALA has recognized “the duties of
libraries in upholding democracy and promoting equal access to information” and
defined “diversity, intellectual freedom, public good, and social responsibility as
"una profesión [...] inconformista, independiente, no controlada, insurgente, contestataria, rebelde, siempre alerta y en busca
de la verdad. Una profesión rigurosa, no-neutral y políticamente activa. Una que tome partido, se comprometa, luche y defienda
una determinada posición, que habrá sido adoptada de manera informada y libre". (ibid.)
35
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some of the core values of librarianship that should be the foundations of library
practice and services” (Buenrostro / Cabbab 2019: 6)36. The IFLA tackled the
subject by creating a Social Responsibilities Discussion Group and Freedom of
Access to Information and Freedom of Expression (FAIFE) Advisory Committee
(Kagan 2005). A growing body of literature dedicated to the social role of libraries
and library ethics equally mirrors the heightened relevance of the topic.

2.3.2. Library and Information Sciences (LIS) and social phenomena

Apart from the theoretical discussion about libraries as social actors, various
researchers in the field of Library and Information Sciences (LIS) have also tried
applying their discipline’s methods in order to examine social phenomena.
Especially bibliometric approaches have been adopted to measure the impact of
discussions on social inequality, minority issues and identity politics.
Sugimoto (2012) analyzed Web of Science in order to determine worldwide
gender disparities in the sciences, matching author names with universal and
country-specific name lists. The results reveal that males dominate the scientific
output in virtually all countries of the world37. Vizcaino-Suárez and Díaz-Carrión
(2019) employed bibliometric methods to assess the number of papers online
journals indexed in the three largest Latin American databases38 that discuss
gender and tourism in Latin America, between 2001 and 2015. Despite a more or
less constant increase of publications since 2005, the authors attest gender focused
tourism studies in Latin America an “embryonic” development stage, which they
explain “by the relatively recent introduction of gender as an analytical category
cf. http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/corevalues
The only countries in which women dominated the scientific production were Macedonia, Sri Lanka, Latvia, Ukraine and
Bosnia and Herzegovina (the result for Turkmenistan exhibited a statistical anomaly, because only 52 papers with gender
assigned were published in the research period, 2012: 212).
38 Redalyc, ScieELO and Latindex.
36
37
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in Latin American tourism scholarship” (Vizcaino-Suárez / Díaz-Carrión 2019:
1098). However, the observed increase is likely to respond “to renewed calls for
the introduction of gender perspectives in the academic and policy contexts […]
and could pave the way for future growth” (ibid.). They also raise attention to
another interesting aspect, concerning

the use of binary gender categories (female/male) in the Latin American scholarship (87 per
cent of the papers)[:] Brazilian scholars have been more prone to studying nonheteronormative gender identities and sexualities (six of eight articles), by critically
examining the construction of tourist destinations as exotic and sensual places. The
incorporation of a broader set of categories that intersect with racial, ethnic and class
inequalities, gender identities and sexualities could strengthen knowledge production in the
subfield. (Vizcaino-Suárez / Díaz-Carrión 2019: 1099, my emphasis)

In fact, studies that focus LGBTQIA+ issues reflect the culture change referred to
in chapter 2.2. very well, at least in academia. Ferreira, Viana and Oliveira (2020)
scanned the output of doctoral programs in Brazil in search for LGBTQIA+
related research projects. For the first topic, all theses and dissertation submitted
to the Federal University of Minas Gerais (Universidade Federal de Minas
Gerais, UFMG) between 2000 and 2016 were searched, recurring to a thesaurus
of 16 previously defined key-words39. The results were grouped and ranked in
accordance with the term(s) found. They verified an 145% increase of
LGBTQIA+ related dissertations and 225% for theses between the first and
second decade of the 21st century at the institution. The researches attribute the
increase to the change in the country’s administration beginning 2003 that brought
with it “a valorization of research in several areas of knowledge, which may have
contributed to the development of investigations and surveys of problems focused

In extenso: “homosexual, lesbian, LGBT, gay, transvestite, bisexual, homosexuality, homophobia, violence, prejudice,
transsexual, citizenship, third gender, transmasculinities, bisexuality, and intersexuality” (“homossexual, lésbica, LGBT, gay,
travesti, bissexual, homossexualidade, homofobia, violência, preconceito, transexual, cidadania, terceiro gênero,
transmasculinidades, bissexualismo e intersexualidade” Ferreira et al. 2020: 90, my translation).
39
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on the demands of the LGBT population”40 (Ferreira et al. 2020: 93). Similar
results were obtained by Barbosa, Berigo and Assis (2020) who mapped the
scientific output in the life sciences that concerns LGBTQIA+ health. They also
used descriptors to narrow the search in two databases41 and found a more or less
steady increase of scientific literature dealing with LGBTQIA+ health between
2006 and 2017 (peaking in 2009, 2012 and 2015). The results were then grouped
by discipline and ranked by institution42. Lima, Flor, Araújo and Noro (2020)
combined both approaches, in a sense, measuring the output of doctoral programs
in Brazil concerning the health of crossdressers and transsexuals. The methods
are much alike, but in addition to the criteria that were analyzed in the previously
cited studies, the researchers were also able to draw conclusions on the type of
program, of approach (e.g. qualitative, quantitative, etc.) and the regional
distribution of their sample. Their results also show an increase especially since
201443 (6 academic papers), as well as an absolute peak in 2018 (19 papers) and
a sudden decrease in 2019 (only 3 papers).
The referenced studies show, primarily, an increased scientific interest in identity
issues in general, as well as in the LIS more specifically. Furthermore, they
possibly outline a global, but definitely a Brazilian trend that more or less
coincides with the period of the PT administration, marked by the heightened
visibility of issues of discriminated groups and identities. They also offer
important methodological insights, as to how bibliometrics can help to
substantiate socio-cultural change. However, they focus on scholarly work and
provide hardly any information about the role of libraries themselves in the

“[U]ma valorização de pesquisas em diversas áreas do conhecimento, o que pode ter contribuído para o desenvolvimento de
investigações e levantamentos de problemas voltados para as demandas do segmento LGBT” (Ferreira et al. 2020: 93, my
translation).
41 Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO) and Latin-American and Caribbean Literature in the Life Sciences (Literatura
Latino-Americana e do Caribe em Ciências da Saúde, LILACS).
42 The most productive discipline was psychology and the institutions were the University of São Paulo (USP) and Oswaldo
Cruz Foundation (Fundação Oswaldo Cruz).
43 The authors ascribe the increase to the introduction of gender reassignment therapies in the public health system (SUS) in
2013 (Lima et al. 2020).
40
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process. In this research, I propose filling this gap by highlighting the output of
libraries.

2.3.3. Libraries and social media

Even though definitions of social media abound, Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) are
credited with a widely accepted one: “a group of Internet-integrated applications
that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0 (the
platform) and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated Content
(the ways in which people make use of social media)”. More specifically, they
define “social networking sites” as “applications in which a social network’s
members serve dual roles as both the suppliers and the consumers of content.
Social networks allow users to connect with each other and exchange a wide
variety of media content, be it film, photos, text or audio files among others”
(Kaplan, Haenlein 2010 apud Canty 2012).
In turn, there is probably consensus about the importance that social media has
acquired for any organization’s public communication, of which libraries are no
exception. Canty (2012: 4) identifies two main advantages of social media use for
libraries, the first being “a competitive edge in a time of major technological
change and with access to information widely available libraries need to
demonstrate the value of their proposition”, and the second in their potential to
“reach out to their users who may not have considered the library as a resource
for their information needs”. With Burkhardt (2010)44, we could add a third one,
that is not explicitly stated by Canty, which is the chance to “gain insights into
what their users want and need and ultimately understand their users better” as a
means to improve services for the existing users. These arguments, in a way,
44

https://crln.acrl.org/index.php/crlnews/article/view/8302/8392 (online June 20 2021)
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concern the institutions’ ‘self-preservation’, but there are also other more
‘altruistic’ arguments that favor (responsible) social media use by libraries, like
their perceived credibility:

A 2010 survey by the Society of Chief Librarians in the UK 6 found that internet users trust
library staff more than most other providers of online support and information, and public
library staff are second only to doctors in terms of the trust placed in them by seekers of
information. The core of the work of librarians is the sharing information so this would suggest
librarians are in a unique position to implement and exploit social media to their (and their
users) advantage. (Canty 2012:3)

This almost unique position among contemporary ‘information providers’, to my
mind, should motivate all institutions to use their range and credibility to ‘make a
difference’. Samek (2008: 532f.) compiled an extensive list of ways in which this
can happen. Many of them can quite easily be put into effect via digital
communication tools like social media and can, thus, be measured:
7. Activism,
honouring of
10. Manifestos
12. Media relations,
management of
13. Apologies
18. Memory projects
19. Blogs and
blogging
28. Outreach
activities

59. Representations
63. Resource
sharing
65. Round tables
73. Seminars
74. Expositions
77. Speeches
78. Forums
80. Fundraising

29. Campaigns

86. Interest groups

37. Position
statements

90. Interviews

41. Proclamations
47. Projects
50. Critical dialogue
51. Public forums
53. Publications
54. Declarations
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57. Reaffirmations

93. Websites

This list can also help us decide upon which of the many social media
platforms is likely to produce relevant results. Given the heterogeneity of
potential content, platforms specialized on one type of content only (e.g.
Youtube, Instagram, etc.) are not an adequate starting point45. Some actions
(For example no. 80 in the list above) rely heavily on an effective and possibly
quick dissemination, so the ‘activist’ will benefit from a platform that can
mobilize a wide range of users, preferably within a short period of time.
From Ignite Social Media’s 2012 report46 we learn that “many social networks
started to wane as social network saturation kicked in [by 2010]”. According
to the website, Facebook was still the mainstay for most users until 2012, but
there was considerable “fallout in interest for many other social networks”.
Nonetheless, some continued to grow year over year, like e.g. Twitter that is
the tool most used by academics (Tattersall 2016). “For many organisations
Twitter has become their de facto social media presence and is their primary
communications platform”, because it “exemplifies the ability to enable a
rapid two way [sic] dialogue and library use of Twitter suggest this is a popular
platform for reaching out to communities” (ibid.). Twitter was created as a
micro-blogging tool and Fiander (2012: 4) argues that (academic) libraries
should view it “primarily as a customer service medium […] to announce
[e.g.] service outages and problems with the heat on the fifth floor”. However,
the author also hints at its rather ‘explosive’ potential: “People use Twitter to
rant and rave about what's going on in the moment, so library staff are more
likely to find out about the heating problems on the fifth floor from Twitter
than they are from any other channel” (ibid.).

45
46

Unless, of course, the object of study is specifically ‘activism’ via videos or images.
https://www.ignitesocialmedia.com/social-media-stats/2012-social-network-analysis-report/ (Online June 20 2021).
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In summary, the constellation of short statements, wide range and personal
(sometimes emotional) engagement makes Twitter seem like a good place to
start, when studying “cyberactivism” performed by libraries.

30

3. Methodology
The initial proposition for this investigation was to apply bibliometric (or,
more precisely, altmetric) methods in order to measure library activism, i.e. to
make an assessment (quantitative approach) ‘activist’ posts that can be
attributed to libraries in Brazil. However, the nature of the gathered data
motivated a shift to a qualitative approach, obviously still in accordance with
the questions that guided this research. In the following, I will state them
briefly, present the materials that form the study sample and explain how they
were collected, as well as the methods applied in the analysis of said materials.

3.1. Research questions
In the present research, I focused on a number of different research questions.
Primarily, I was interested in finding out (1) whether libraries in Brazil can be
said to take a stance in political matters, especially in the effervescent field of
identity politics, and (2) in which ways this positioning manifests, i.e. if these
libraries use social media, more specifically Twitter, as a platform for their
advocacy. I anticipated there would be (3) differences between library types
(academic, public, school libraries, etc.) and, in the case of academic libraries,
between the scientific disciplines the institutions cater to. Finally, I wished to
offer a theoretical and/or methodological contribution to the LIS, by devising
(4) ways to assess the level of advocacy the libraries show. Due to lack of
reliable data, however, I opted not to cover the aspect of the impact that this
advocacy has at this stage. The research questions will be discussed in detail
in chapter 5.
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Image 1: Visualization of the research project.

3.2. Materials
The starting point for defining the sample was an inexhaustive list accessible
on Wikipedia47 that comprises different types of libraries in Brazil. The very
thorough list of the National System of Public Libraries (Sistema Nacional de
Bibliotecas Públicas, SNBP48) proved not to be a viable option, because it lists
only public libraries in the narrowest sense, excluding e.g. those affiliated to
academic institutions. Institutions without a Twitter profile were excluded
from the ‘Wikipedia list’ of 43, at the same time the list was expanded by
explorative search on the social network, resulting in a list of 68 institutions
in total (s. complete lists in the appendices).

„Lista
das
maiores
bibliotecas
públicas
do
Brasil”
(https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lista_das_maiores_bibliotecas_p%C3%BAblicas_do_Brasil, in Portuguese, online May
25th 2021). The list in the English-language Wikipedia (“List of libraries in Brazil”,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_libraries_in_Brazil, online May 25th 2021) is merely a less complete translation of
the former.
48 http://snbp.cultura.gov.br/ (online May 25th 2021)
47
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With the help of the Twitter API Tweepy49, all tweets and retweets sent from
the identified accounts between May 5th 2020 and May 5th 2021 were
collected. For the purpose of this research, originality of content was not a
criterion, so that retweets of posts from other accounts were counted as well,
since they represent acts of communication and thus, potentially, of ‘activism’.
The space of analysis was set to one year, on the one hand due to scraping
limits imposed by Twitter, on the other hand to limit the amount of tweets to
a realistic value in order to be analyzed. Unfortunately, errors that occurred
repeatedly for a small number of specific accounts reduced the sample even
further50. The total amount of harvested tweets was 25,106. For the most
productive profile 2,637 tweets and retweets were counted, whereas four
profiles only had posted once within that one-year period (median value: 311).
The tweets’/retweets’ relevance was tested by searching terms (mostly in
Portuguese) that were previously defined in a comprehensive thesaurus (s.
appendices), but also by random complete checks. It proved important not to
rely solely on the term list determined in advance, because in at least a few
cases relevant information would not have been retrieved. The reason is not
so much that a certain term had not been considered in the thesaurus, but that
information is conveyed in a multiplicity of ways, especially in web 2.0
communication. Consider for example the case of the Central Library of the
University of Brasilia (UnB):

49
50

https://docs.tweepy.org/en/stable/api.html (Online June 21 2021).
This is why potentially very informative accounts (like @aguiausp) could not be considered in this analysis.
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Image 2: “Cine[ma]club BCE/UnB”; “Double dosis this week! Check out the information on the images. Registration
links: SESSION 1 – 5p.m. [link] SESSION 2 – 8p.m. [link]” (my translation).

The text provides only the information that two films (Elisa y Marcela from
director Isabel Coixet and Milk from Gus Van Sant) will be discussed by the
institution’s cinema club. In turn, the images reveal that the films are part of a
series of LGBTQIA+ themed screenings (pt. mostra). The rainbow flag that
constitutes the backgrounds of the attached images, along with the date (June
is considered ‘pride month’ to honor the riots that occurred at the Stonewall
Inn in New York in 1969) are additional information that indicate proLGBTQIA+ activism.
Another example is the comic strip posted by the Community Library E agora
José, as a protest against the tax increase on books proposed by finance
minister Paulo Guedes51. The hashtag points to the essence of the protest
(defenda o livro = defend the book), but the image evokes an even larger
context. First, the character portrayed in the comic strip seems to be a Black
schoolgirl. She is also wearing a mask, which could be read as a statement
51

https://globalvoices.org/2020/11/19/proposed-tax-on-books-in-brazil-may-disadvantage-readers-in-poorerneighbourhoods/
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against Bolsonaro’s and many of his officials’ position concerning more or
less all measures taken to contain the spread of SARS-CoV-2, like
quarantines, social distancing, vaccines and also masks52. The poster hanging
on the wall in the last square shows a portrait of Marielle Franco (s. chapter
2.2.) that has become iconic.

Image 3: “#defendthebook”; 1) “’Poor people don’t read’?”; 2) “Or don’t they want poor people to read?; 3) “Because
reading is knowledge…”; 4) “…And knowledge is power!” (my translation).

Since her assassination in 2018, Franco turned into a symbol of resistance
against the established power, especially against the socially conservative and
economically liberal forces that currently rule the country53. In fact, all case
suspects up until this point appear to have some connection to the Bolsonaro
family, but the circumstances of the murder are still subject to investigation54.
Reacting to the slow progress in the investigations, many opposition
politicians, artists and intellectuals have since started posting daily tweets

“Brazil Is Starting to Lose the Fight Against Coronavirus – and Its President Is Looking the Other Way” (Time):
https://time.com/5840208/brazil-coronavirus/ (online June 21 2021).
53 “Marielle Franco: three years, still no answers”: https://www.amnesty.org.uk/marielle-franco-three-years-still-noanswers (online June 14 2021).
54
“O elo entre Flávio Bolsonaro e a milícia investigada pela morte de Marielle”:
https://brasil.elpais.com/brasil/2019/01/22/politica/1548165508_401944.html?rel=listapoyo (online June 14 2021).
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inquiring about its current state: The number of days since the murder
followed by the questions “Who ordered Marielle’s death? And why?” 55.
Since Franco was herself a Black and non-heterosexual woman, many
marginalized groups in Brazil identify with the struggles she faced during her
lifetime and, thus, the unofficial ‘campaign’ can be thought to represent
women, Afro-Brazilians and members of the LGBTQIA+ community alike.
The sample shows that more than one library participated in the ‘campaign’
by retweeting posts from well-known public figures.
However, does retweeting a public person constitute an act of activism? In this
particular case, it most certainly does, considering the political sensitivity of
the topic and the range of the ‘campaign’56. In fact, Ruback and Oliveira
(2018) analyzed reactions to the councilwoman’s assassination to measure
polarization on Twitter. Nevertheless, in order to evaluate more subtle
examples and, above all, to weigh the collected items against each other a
classification system is imperative. This system will be explained in the
following section.

3.3. Methods
For the qualitative analysis of the complete set of tweets the software
MAXQDA (version 2020) was used. Via the word search function in the
document browser, matches with the pre-defined list of terms were identified
and tagged (= coded) accordingly. The terms were all classed into one or, in a
“Quem mandou matar Marielle? E por quê?”
The mentioned Community Library E agora José mostly retweeted Eliane Brum (@brumelianebrum), a journalist,
author and documentary producer with 342.722 followers (as of May 29th 2021, 4:48 p.m. CET). Brum’s posts alone may
illustrate the magnitude of the ‘campaign’, even though she is by far not the only one engaging in it: her post from May
28th concerning the Franco murder received 8.515 likes and 1.338 retweets, the one from May 27th 9.120 likes and 1.436
retweets and May 26th, 11.172 likes and 1.780 retweets.
55
56
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few cases, more topic groups that were deliberately defined as broadly as
possible: (1) Women, (2) Afro-Brazilians, (3) Disability, (4) LGBTQIA+ and
(5) Indigenous peoples. Of the over 2,000 tweets, 964 received a preliminary
coding. In a second step, the sample of 964 tags or codings was refined by
attributing every coding to at least one content type. The different content
types were defined deductively, i.e. based on the text of the tweet itself (s.
image XX). Finally, the resulting list of content types was clustered and
associated to one of three hyperonyms: (a) awareness, (b) education, (c)
actions57. These then served as the basis of the classification system for the
analyzed tweets.

Image 4: Screenshot of the coding process with MAXQDA.

The system was decisively influenced by the Index of Political eParticipation
and Influence (IPPI)58 created by Penteado, Santos and Araújo (2016). The
Even though the categories are defined slightly differently, the denominations draw on McCaughey and Ayers’ (2013
apud Dookhoo 2015) classification of internet activism types: 1. awareness/advocacy; 2. organization/mobilization; 3.
actions/reactions.
58 The goal is to identify “different levels and possibilities of influence [that emanate] from actions that involve the internet
on the public policy cycle in some way" ("O IPPI [...] tem como objetivo identificar os diferentes níveis e possibilidades
de influência das ações que envolvem, de alguma forma a internet no ciclo de políticas públicas", Penteado / Santos /
Araújo 2016: 182, my translation).
57
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IPPI is meant to measure the level of participation that social movements grant
internet users. The index’s theoretical basis is the concept of “eParticipation”
by Tambouris et al. (2007) that enhances the OECD (2001) definitions of
information, consultation and active participation. It offers a first, useful
approach for the assessment of activism aided by “Information and
Communications Technologies (ICT)” (Tambouris et al. 2007:9). Penteado,
Santos and Araújo (2016) propose six levels of participation that they integrate
in the calculation of their IPPI. In their model, the original concept
eParticipation is but one of six dimensions, all of which receive a score of 0
to 5, depending on the expression of the characteristic. This approach can very
well serve as a useful blueprint for operationalizing Twitter ‘activism’, i.e. for
differentiating between types of social media content based on the level of
participation or, more accurately, level of user involvement it allows for. I
prefer “involvement” over “participation”, since the actual level of political
participation – as in e.g. policymaking – that libraries can offer is very limited.
As indicated above, I propose a typology59 consisting of the aforementioned
categories, rooted in the collected sample: awareness (score 1), education
(score 2), actions (score 3). The first one contains tweets/retweets intended to
raise awareness, but that do not necessarily provoke interaction beyond what
is offered by the Twitter platform (likes, retweets, comments). These are
mostly statements from the library itself (image 5) or short press releases60
that create visibility for an issue, but not the space for discussing it.

Neumayer and Svensson (2014) elaborated a typology of activists that, however, is not useful for the interpretation of
the available data. First, due to its focus on the actors, it considers content only marginally. Furthermore, the analyzed
accounts would probably all fall more or less into one category of activist (“the law-abiding activist”), so that there is
hardly any gain in knowledge to be expected in this case.
60 e.g. a tweet from the FAPESP Virtual Library on October 9th 2020, consisting of a short post in the blog OutrasPalavras
about Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna, the two women that won the Nobel Prize in chemistry:
https://outraspalavras.net/outrasaude/dupla-de-mulheres-ganha-nobel-de-quimica/
59
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Image 5: Example for type 1 activism (“awareness”). Post on the occasion of the Black Awareness Day on November
20th.61

The second category comprises all measures meant to convey knowledge on
a certain topic, either directly (e.g. by talks or webinars) or indirectly (e.g. by
recommendations of relevant literature).
Finally, “actions” mean concrete measures directed at a specific community.
These can either be taken by the library itself (e.g. providing sign-language
translation for videos) or by other actors. In the latter case though, they need
to have an immediate and tangible effect on a certain marginalized group (s.
images 6 and 7). Bart Cammaerts (2015: 7) argues with the “tie-theory”,
stating, “weak ties turn into strong ties if (online) interaction and mobilization
turns into offline collective actions potentially creating bonds, collective
identities and a common sense of purpose”.

61

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Awareness_Day
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Image 6: Example for type 3 activism (“actions”). “Interesting and more than necessary initiative! We just launched a
financial education program for Quilombola62 communities and camps. There are 11 certified remote courses in
finances. Check this one out #UFFNaMidia” (my translation).

Image 7: Example of type 3 activism (“actions”). Announcement of a campaign to collect food for LGBTQIA+ people in
situations of high social vulnerability.

In the logic of this system or typology, tweets scored 1 represent the lowest,
and 3 the highest level of ‘activism’. Type 1 requires a relatively low resource
and planning input and lacks the immediate and potentially alleviating effects

62

Refers to settlements in the colonial and imperial period made up mostly by runaway slaves, called quilombos.
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the “actions” (type 3) have on the community they are directed at.
Nevertheless, they are still meaningful63, because they represent a political
positioning that defies the ‘neutrality mandate’, especially in a polarized
context where human rights have come to be regarded more as partisan politics
than as a universal consensus. In theory, this means that the higher an
institution’s final score is, the higher is its level of political engagement.
Whether this typology can be applied universally will be discussed in 5.
Cammaerts (2015) proposed a classification of communicative practices that
are either internet-supported or internet-based (the latter meaning they only
exist thanks to the internet) that can offer further input for this typology. He
makes a distinction based on the scope of participation: 1) one-to-one (VoIP,
private message); 2) one-to-many (streaming, podcasting, video and photo
repositories), 3) many-to-many (blogs, online forums), 4) few-to-few (VoIP,
mailing lists). Due to the fundamentally many-to-many potential of
contemporary social media platforms like Twitter, I would like to propose a
specification of this distinction for the purpose of this research. A tweet is
essentially a “one-to-many” communication event (ideally: one sender, many
receivers). However, if the tweet leads a user to participate in a(n online)
debate with a limited, but nonetheless larger number of people, it bears the
potential to have the same effect of the “few-to-few” category. Similarly, if
the tweet causes many users to meet at an (offline) event, like a theater
performance, the possibilities for (personal) encounters even surpass those of
the rather limited online debate, because it enables many more options for
follow-up interactions.

Barreto Malta and Batista de Oliveira (2016) cite the example of a chat group on Facebook that started off as an
exchange platform for the proper care of Black hair, which eventually led to a real movement that organized regular
encounters in person (e.g. turban workshops) and set out to challenge beauty standards based on the concept of whiteness.
As a matter of fact, in 2015 the first ‘Kinky (hair) Pride’ (Orgulho Crespo) was organized (Twitter account:
@OrgulhoCrespo).
63
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Table 1 ‘Activism’ typology

Score

Type

Involvement

1

Awareness

One-to-many

(type 1)

Content types
- Raising awareness by statements (e.g. on memorial
days), images, comic strips, short press releases,
Marielle Franco ‘campaign’, etc.
- Honoring individual representatives or (cultural)
contributions of marginalized groups, etc.
- Instructive tweets e.g. about the history of
marginalized groups

2

Education

One-to-many,

(type 2)

few-to-few

- Recommending books (either from the library’s own
collection or more generally), films or television
series
- Recommending and providing instruction material
(e.g. e-books, scientific articles, manuals, flyers, etc.)
for direct download
- Announcing specific products that allow for a
unilateral input (twitter users can read, hear or watch,
but their learning processes cannot be supported
individually, e.g. debates, interviews, podcasts,
speeches, talks, film screenings, virtual exhibits, etc.)
- Announcing specific products that allow for a
multilateral input (twitter users’ learning processes
can be supported individually by the instructor, e.g.
courses, webinars, workshops, etc.)
- Announcing calls for papers and other possibilities
for investigators to participate in the (scientific)
discourse on minority issues

3

Actions

One-to-many,

(type 3)

many-to-many

- “Small” but potentially meaningful, immediate
actions the library can take itself (gender inclusive
language, providing accessibility to materials, e.g. by
translation into sign-language)
- Organizing surveys and opinion polls on topics such
as diversity, inclusion, identity politics, etc.
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- Promoting support structures (counseling and special
services, inclusive and career enhancing measures for
marginalized groups)
- Creating work groups to deal with the challenges
faced by marginalized groups and to develop
solutions (e.g. improving library services)
- Organizing

or

announcing

events

that

raise

awareness, allow for participation and are meant not
only to educate, but also to entertain (e.g. festivals,
theater plays, etc.); most importantly, they enable
encounters and interaction
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4. Results
4.1. General distribution of topic groups in the sample
With respect to the topics that were considered, the ranking for the complete
sample is as follows:

Table 2: Total coding distribution (#)

Topic groups

Number of codings

Women

356

Afro-Brazilians

240

Disability

134

LGBTQIA+

101

Table 3: Total coding distribution (%)

12%
40%
15%

887

Afro-Brazilians
Disability

Indigenous peoples 56
TOTAL

Women

6%

27%

LGBTQIA+

The dominant topic in the sample (40.1%)64 is women’s issues, followed by
those that concern Afro-Brazilians (27.1%). Disability comes third (15.1%)
and LGBTQIA+ issues forth (11.4%) in the list, while the last position is
occupied by tweets that concern issues of Indigenous peoples (6.3%). All in
all, this pattern applies to all library types. However, for public libraries (PL),
the topic group “disability” figures relatively high and even tops the topic
group “Afro-Brazilians” by 6%. The topic distribution is also much more even
than e.g. for academic libraries (AL).

64

All percentages were rounded to one decimal place.
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Table 4: Academic libraries (AL)

Table 5: Public Libraries (PL)

Women

Women

12%

Afro-Brazilians

8% 7%

Disability

29%

Afro-Brazilians

17% 5%

44%

26%

32%
Disability

20%

LGBTQIA+

LGBTQIA+

Indigenous
peoples

Indigenous
peoples

It is not possible to exclude a statistical bias though, since the sample sizes for
the different library types vary greatly, with a clear dominance of AL.
Comparing the absolute numbers of assigned codings, this discrepancy in the
sample becomes evident (s. table 6).

Table 4: Coding distribution in AL and PL (#)
300

279

250
200

182

150
100

77
52

50

65
44

41

51
34
9

0
Academic
Women

Afro-Brazilians

Public
Disability

LGBTQIA+

Indigenous peoples
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Furthermore, library types other than AL and PL are only marginally
represented and the gathered data is therefore rather patchy, which is why I
will consider them separately and not as a group (s. 4.2.3.).
Considerable overlap between the defined topic groups could also be verified.
The most prominent intersections were identified between “Women” and
“Afro-Brazilians” (64 tweets coded with both categories), “Women” and
“LGBTQIA+” (21) and “Afro-Brazilians” and “LGBTQIA+” (18).
Table 5: Coding overlap

Women

Afro-

Disability

LGBTQIA+

Brazilians
x

Women
AfroBrazilians

64

64

x

peoples
5

21

7

1

18

3

1

0

Disability

5

1

LGBTQIA+

21

18

1

7

3

0

Indigenous
peoples

Indigenous

x

x
0

0
x

4.2. Library types in the sample
The preliminary and the cleaned65 library list from which the sample was
assembled already manifested a marked imbalance between the different types
of libraries. The reason might be that many non-academic institutions have not
yet integrated Twitter into their social media strategies. In fact, especially for
PL Facebook still seems to be the go-to medium, judging from the number of
accounts (30 out of 37 PL in the preliminary list had a Facebook page). Since
not all 66 AL in the preliminary list had Twitter accounts either, and not all
65

This list contains only institutions with Twitter accounts.
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distinguish themselves by advocating in the field of identity politics, the
imbalance in the preliminary list could be somewhat reduced in the analyzed
sample. Yet, the number of non-academic institutions decreased likewise.

Table 6: Library lists

Library type

Preliminary list

Cleaned list (only institutions Sample
with Twitter accounts)

Academic (AL)

66

57

28

Public (PL)

37

7

4

School (ScL)

3

1

1

Specialized

2

2

1

National (NL)

1

1

1

Total

109

68

35

(SpL)

The library type that ‘lost’ most due to the unavailability of data was that of
PL: only 10.8% of the PL in the preliminary list are also represented in the
sample (compared to 42.4% of AL). This means that general assumptions can
be made only with much caution for all non-academic library types. In turn,
each institution can be analyzed more in depth.

4.2.1. Academic libraries (AL)

Almost half of the AL represented in the sample are ‘generalists’, mostly
central university libraries or library “systems” that represent all libraries on
campus and cannot be pinned down to one specific scientific discipline.
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STEM66 and life sciences make up 46% (only if considered as one area) and
libraries of the field of Humanities only constitute 7% of the sample, as well
as other disciplines like e.g. agricultural sciences and business.

Table 7: AL in the sample by discipline

7%

7%
40%

20%

General
Life sciences
STEM (∉ life sciences)

26%

Humanities
Other

The composition of the sample obviously reflects on the number of coded
tweets. It is thus not surprising that ‘general’ AL top the ranking, followed by
AL of the life sciences. In general terms, the topic distribution for AL
corresponds to the overall distribution stated above (Women > AfroBrazilians > disability > LGBTQIA+ > Indigenous peoples) and is far more
likely to reflect the reality than that of other library types, but there are some
differences to be noted. Tweets coded with “Afro-Brazilians” figure very high
within the general AL (151) – almost as high as those coded with “Women”
(154) – but their number is very low (11) for the AL of the life sciences.
Interestingly, the number is slightly higher (16) for the AL of the Humanities,
even though these make up only 7% of all AL in the sample. In turn, for the
latter no tweets coded with “disability” could be found.

66

Sciences, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. (https://studyinthestates.dhs.gov/2011/09/what-does-stem-stand,
online June 6 2021).
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Table 8: Topic groups for AL

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

154 151

58
39

52

45

30
11 11 7 11

General

Women

Life sciences

Afro-Brazilians

Disability

3

8
STEM

LGBTQIA+

1

2

22 16

0

4

1

Humanities

Indigenous peoples

4.2.2. Public libraries (PL)

As represented in table 8, only seven PL from the preliminary list were found
to have Twitter accounts and the relevant material for the sample could be
gathered for only four of them. Considering the very small sample size, instead
of making general conclusions I would like to look into the observed
institutions’ communication in more detail.
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Table 9: Topic groups in PL
50

46

46

45
40
35
30
25

23

22

20

16

15

12

12

8

10
5

2

1

4

3

3
0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0
bvsp

Bibliote_comuni

Women

Afro-Brazilians

Disability

BSPbiblioteca
LGBTQIA+

BibliotecasSP
Indigenous peoples

Table 11 demonstrates how different the output, in numerical terms, and how
irregular the distribution of topics is from library to library. The only
invariable is the relatively strong position of issues revolving around “AfroBrazilians”, even though the topic is strongest only for @BSPbiblioteca and
@BibliotecasSP, for which the least data could be collected. The other two are
consistent in the high ranking of “Women”, but the ranking of “Disability” is
almost diametrically opposed between the two: the same and thus highest
number of codings as “Women” (46) for @bvsp, and the second lowest
number of all PL (2) for @Bibliote_comuni. Both topic groups (“Women” and
“Disability”) are present in three of all four, whereas “LGBTQIA+” and
“Indigenous

peoples”

could

only

be

verified

for

@bvsp

and

@Bibliote_comuni, with a marked prevalence of the former. Also, the number
of codings for “LGBTQIA+” is similar or equal to that for “Afro-Brazilians”
for both libraries.
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4.2.3. Other library types (SpL, LA, ScL, NL)

As explained above, the remaining library types only make up an exiguous
tranche within the sample. Even though both specialized libraries in the
preliminary list had Twitter accounts, only one of them proved to have
relevant data. Similarly, data were also only available for one of three school
libraries. The National Library, despite having at least two locations, tweets
as one and the same institution (@FBN = Fundação Biblioteca Nacional). As
a result, each library type is represented by only one institutional account:
specialized

libraries

by

the

library

of

the

National

Museum

(@BibliotecadoMN), the library association by the aforementioned FEBAB
(@febab), school libraries by the account of the Niterói Campus library of the
Pedro II School (Colégio Pedro II) in the State of Rio de Janeiro
(@bibliocp2nit), and finally, the National Library.
Compared to the AL and PL, the distribution of topics in this group is as
diverse as the institutions themselves. Keeping in mind that the number of
codings is not very high as a whole for this group, the NL exhibits the highest
total count of codings (even if only by a margin of one), followed by the LA
(FEBAB). The ScL and SpL have both rather low coding numbers, although
the ScL shares the highest count of codings in the topic group “LGBTQIA+”
with the LA. The same topic group is present among the tweets of the NL, LA
and ScL, but not at all among those of the SpL. The topic group “AfroBrazilians” shows a clear decreasing pattern, as does the group “Women”, the
latter much less dramatically though. The topic group “Indigenous peoples”
is, once again, numerically the least represented and at all verifiable only for
the LA and SpL. More interestingly, the LA is the only one of these library
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types that discusses “disability” issues and, at the same time, this topic group
shows the most codings within the @febab sample.
Table 10: Coding distribution in other types of libraries (#)
14
12
12
10
8
8
6
6

5
4

5

4

4
2

2

2

1
0

0

1

1
0

0

1
0

0

0

0
National Library
Women

Library Association
Afro-Brazilians

Disability

School Library
LGBTQIA+

Specialized Library
Indigenous

4.3. ‘Activism’ types in the sample
Concerning the types of activism, it may not surprise that type 2 figures most
prominently in the analyzed Twitter communication, as libraries will very
likely define themselves as (part of) educational facilities. There is no notable
difference between the topic groups concerning the distribution pattern of
activism types, with type 1 (“awareness”) occupying the second place in the
ranking – even though considerably less important in numerical terms – and
type 3 (“actions”) the last (s. table 13). While “Women”, “Afro-Brazilians”
and “Indigenous peoples” show a quantifiable gap between type 1 and 3, for
the other topic groups the distribution is more or less (“disability”) or
completely (“LGBTQIA+”) equal.
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Table 11: Types of ‘activism’ (#)
600
500
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400
300
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100
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67 32 35
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38 16 2

Disability
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0
Women

Afro-Brazilians

Education

Awareness

TOTAL

Actions

Within the AL too, the prevalent activism type is 2, followed by type 1 and
then type 3. Libraries from the STEM field seem to be the exception to the
pattern, with a prevalence of type 1 (33 codings) over the other two (type 2:
17 codings; type 3: 8 codings). Again, general AL have by far the most
codings, first because their number in the sample is higher, but also because
they show a higher output of ‘activist’ tweets: an average of 35.9 codings per
institution. The AL of the Humanities also exhibit quite a high average output,
that is to say 21.5 codings per institution, while the life sciences only show
11.5, and the STEM libraries 9.8.
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Table 12: Topic groups by type of AL
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Type 3 (Actions)
Other

However, if we observe every institution’s output separately, remarkable
differences emerge. The library topping the list (@bcguff) has 102 more
codings than the one placed second (@bvsp). The former is the central library
on the Gragoatá Campus of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro State
(Universidade Federal Fluminense), thus an academic library, whereas the
latter is the (Public) Virtual Library of the State of São Paulo. In other words,
both are quite different library types. If we were to compare @bcguff with the
second placed within the same group (@BVFAPESP) however, the difference
would even amount to 173 codings.
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Table 13: Distribution of ‘activism’ types for individual libraries
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The top three AL (@bcguff, @BVFAPESP, @SIBI_UFRJ) all show a similar
distribution pattern of ‘activism’ types: tweets coded with type 2 (66.1% /
73.7% / 62.8% respectively) are at the top, followed by those coded with type
1 (19.6% / 26.3% / 20.9%) and, finally, type 3 (14.4% / 0% / 16.3%). In the
case of the top three PL, the picture is less clear. The library with the most
codings also shows many from type 2 (53.1%), followed by type 3 (48%) and
with type 1 at the bottom (with only 3.9%); in turn, the second one shows an
overwhelming prevalence of type 1 (88.4%), and only very little of the other
two (9.3% for type 2 and 2.3% for type 3); the third somewhat reproduces the
pattern of the first, but at a considerably lower quantity (8 tweets coded with
type 2, 0 with type 1, and 2 with type 3).
Of course, the mere number of codings already reveals something about the
communication strategies of the analyzed libraries. Yet, by differentiating
between ‘activism’ types, it is possible to learn more about these strategies.
The activism score allows us to weight the virtual utterances differently,
according to the level of impact they potentially entail. Let us compare the
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two libraries with the most codings again. The library @bvsp has proved very
productive in type 3 Twitter ‘activism’, more precisely 22 more codings than
the top of the list, @bcguff. Since the factor for “actions” is 3, this category
by itself yields the library a score of 165 points. Adding the points for type 2
(136) and type 1 (5), the total score for @bvsp is 306 points. Still, the massive
tweet output of @bcguff with a prevalence of type 2 codings (that take the
factor 2) opens a gap of 142 points between the two.
In contrast, the application of the activism score can also cause rankings to
change, e.g. in the case of @bceunb and @bu_ufsc. Even though the latter has
5 more type 1 codings and a higher coding count in general, the latter disposes
of one more type 2 coding and, more importantly, four type 3 codings, whereas
@bu_ufsc only has two. The resulting score propels @bceunb ahead of
@bu_ufsc, with 3 more activism score points (s. complete list in the
appendix).

Table 14: ‘Activism’ score
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Since type 2 manifests as the strongest indicator in the sample, it seems
worthwhile to take a closer look here. For all topic groups, the category
“debates, interviews, podcasts, speeches, talks” ranks highest, in the case of
“Women” and “Afro-Brazilians” even exceeding all other categories
combined. The same category also showed the most overlap between topic
groups “Women” and “Afro-Brazilians” (16 codings).

The category

“educational materials” performs second best, albeit with a much lower coding
count. “Recommendations” are relatively well represented among “Women”,
“LGBTQIA+” and, mostly, “Afro-Brazilians” where it even outperforms the
previous category. It figures rather low in the remaining topic groups though.
The category “courses, webinars, workshops” ranks second in “disability” and
“Indigenous peoples”, but last in the other topic groups. Furthermore, its peak
value is found in the “disability” group.

Table 15: Main types of ‘education’ activities (#)
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Debates, interviews, podcasts, speeches, talks
Educational materials (downloadable articles, flyers, etc.)
Recommendations (books, films)
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5. Discussion
Can we say whether libraries in Brazil have been assuming their role of
political actors in the recent past? The assessment of Twitter data from the
period May 5th 2020 to May 5th 2021 has produced revealing, albeit very
heterogeneous, information that may help answer a few questions, but may
also raise several more.
The first finding is that the medium is appropriate to measure library activism
since the internet has become one of (if not the) main forum(s) where political
processes are negotiated. We have seen that Brazil is among the countries with
the most internet and social media users and that especially social media has
increasingly become a tool of political education or, at least, one that supports
networking between groups and coordination of political actions. Crucially, it
is also a tool of inclusion:

[Y]oung people from poorer backgrounds have been largely responsible for their own
technological inclusion, initially by making internet cafés successful businesses in their
neighbourhoods, areas often deprived of government assistance. In recent years, by
embracing less-expensive Android smart-phones, these people are finally able to stay
(privately and continuously) connected to the internet. (Spyer 2017: 8)

Technological inclusion has caused the political discourse to become more
diverse, more ‘polyphonic’, and libraries seem to have followed this trend.
The sample suggests that libraries in Brazil have been positioning themselves
in the context of identity politics, with all of them advocating in favor of
discriminated minorities. At this point we do not know whether this constitutes
a genuine political statement, reflects a strategy to include their supposedly
more diverse clientele, or is simply a concession to the zeitgeist. Be that as it
may, from the perspective of the minorities that are finding themselves
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increasingly represented, the reasons behind this representation do not matter
as much as the effects. For a historically discriminated and underrepresented
minority, having other people and public institutions openly advocating for
them can indeed make a huge difference. Going forward I would like to focus
on the manner in which activism can unfold in a library’s online
communication.
As could be expected, most libraries favor either more general expressions of
solidarity or subtle and somewhat more camouflaged ‘activist’ statements.
Many of them fall back to knowledge produced by third parties to place a
certain topic in the public debate, as a means of ‘soft activism’ (s. image 7).

Image 8: Reference to an external (press) article about the difficulties faced by Black authors (female and male) when
publishing in Brazil.

This is contrasted by occasional examples in which the institution does take a
stance and speaks as itself. In these very few cases, messages of support and/or
rejection can even become personal (s. e.g. the Marielle Franco ‘campaign’ in
chapter 3.2.). This can be exemplified by the reaction of @bc_ccmn, the
library of the Center for Mathematical and Natural Sciences (Centro de
Ciências Matemáticas e Naturais, CCMN) of the Federal University of Rio
de Janeiro (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, UFRJ), to a female
astrophysicist sharing her experience of daily sexist micro-aggressions in the
natural sciences (s. image 8). The scholar posted a screenshot of a
(supposedly) male user’s comment saying the astrophysics course must be an
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easy one at the UFRJ if ‘even women’ can take it. The library condemns “this
kind of sexist behavior” while expressing its support for the victim as for all
“#WomanInScience [sic]”, and goes even further by (mildly) insulting the user
as a “repressed macho”.

Image 9: Text of the original tweet: “another day being a woman in the natural sciences, a good day [to you]” (my
translation).

The analysis of the sample demonstrates that especially women’s issues have
entered the library and LIS ‘mainstream’. Much of this kind of ‘activism’
happens in a more or less concealed way, e.g. when a library presents a
historical female figure that has excelled in a male-dominated field. Even
though there is no explicit endorsement of feminism, it is still clear that this
person was singled out because of her historical significance to feminism: her
scientific accomplishments disrupt the narrative of the ‘great men’ of the past,
and honoring her creates visibility for women’s achievements. Especially the
thematic complex around “women in science” is very well served by AL’s
posts.
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Image 10: “If we are proud of our team of [female] researchers at #UFF? A thousand times, yes! Especially, when one
of the [female] professors from our Mathematics and Statistics Institute is the [female] winner of the program ‘For
Women in Science’. Congratulations María Amelia Salazar! Read the article here […]” (retweeted by @bcguff, my
translation).

In the same way the emphasis placed on Black historical figures, e.g. scholars
or activists, which does not reducing them to a racial category while not
erasing their Blackness either, is a significant effort in the struggle for racial
equality in a country scarred by centuries of slavery. It is noteworthy that the
overlap between both topic groups (“Afro-Brazilians” and “Women”) is
considerable, which hints at an at least rudimentary understanding of
intersectionality (s. @bcguff thread in the appendices).
One of the reasons why disability figures relatively high in the topic ranking
as well is that a full commitment to accessibility has important implications
for library work. From barrier-free entrances to machine-readable digital
documents, an institution needs to put many measures in place if it aspires to
make information equally and equitably accessible to all its users. The
consistency of these efforts is beyond our scope here, but the comparatively
high number of type 3 codings (“actions”) suggests that the commitment is, in
many cases, at least honest.
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Table 16: Type 3 ‘activism’ in “Disability”
Counseling, services
11% 6%
29%

54%

Accessible language
(translation into sign
language, image descriptions)
Events

Work groups

In fact, this aspiration for inclusion also applies to other minorities. As for
“Disability”, I have found many indications for counseling options and special
services targeted at “Women”. “Women” and “Afro-Brazilians” – and to some
extent “Indigenous peoples” too – show high proportions of measures of
historical compensation, such as job or funding opportunities. Interestingly,
the category “events” leads the ranking for “Afro-Brazilians”. Considering
that it includes happenings like cultural festivals, I interpret this as evidence
for the effort and, to a certain degree, the success of cultural reclaiming
promoted by many groups within the spectrum of Black and PoC identity
politics.
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Table 17: Type 3 ‘activism’ for “Women” and “Afro-Brazilians”
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The range of actions for LGBTQIA+ issues is equally broad as for the topic
groups referred to above, but the interventions can also be very subtle and
appear in contexts that are not manifestly ‘activist’. A good example is the socalled gender-sensitive language. In Romance languages like Spanish and
Portuguese, where gender is marked not only for most nouns, but also for
virtually all adjectives, there are different strategies in place to include
different genders visually. These range from binary to more inclusive ones.
The “@” sign, for instance, is used instead of the -o (masculine) or -a ending
(feminine), because it looks like a combination of both letters, visually
representing both males and females within a group. In turn, using “x” or “e”
instead does not follow the binary pattern suggested by “o/a” (using the slash
is actually another strategy in its own right), thus including idealistically all
genders67 (cf. Hernández Barrantes 2016).

These strategies have also attracted criticism from feminists, because “[a]s long as language still carries stereotypes,
women’s visibility should not be disguished” (Cervera / Franco [2006: 40f.]). The authors of the Manual for a non-sexist
use of the language (Manual para o uso não-sexista da linguagem) plead for duplication, stating female and male forms
separately.
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Image 11: In this example, “bem-vindes”, “caloures” and “veteranes” appear in gender-inclusive language .

As described in chapter 4.1., issues of Indigenous peoples are the least
represented in the sample. Setting aside its lack of representativeness for one
moment, one could theorize that Indigenous peoples in Brazil have been
marginalized to such an extent that even in an ‘activist’ context their issues
play a minor role. However, it is important to notice that these issues are often
conflated with environmental ones. The sample has shown quite frequent
references to the environment and problems such as deforestation, probably
also due to the public attention the wildfires in the Amazon have been
receiving since 2019, and at least some of those also address issues of
Indigenous peoples. Since the scope of this research is limited to identity
politics, posts that did not do so have not been considered.

Text on the image: “Welcome freshmen [or rather: freshpeople (gender-inclusive)]! The library Cyro de Andrade
(EEFEUSP) welcomes the newcomers and wishes an excellent semester start to all students [NOT gendered]!”. Text in
sidebar: “In the name of the entire team of the Cyro de Andrade Library, we wish all ‘freshpeople’ [gender-inclusive] and
veterans [gender-inclusive] an excellent academic year, with a lot of reading, discoveries and learning!” (my translation).
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Image 12: “Article: ‘Agribusiness, deforestation and traditional peoples in the Lower Amazon’ by Eliane Cantarino
O’Dwyer. Check out the article published this Monday, February 1st 2021, in the SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS blog of O
Globo [newspaper] on our website” (retweeted by @bcguff on February 2nd 2021, my emphasis and translation).

Some libraries also picked up on more general or abstract issues. “Human
rights” received seven codings, “Democracy” five and “Identity politics” one.
In fact, a few libraries made their own social responsibility a subject of
discussion. In total, 20 codings were given to tweets from six accounts (4 AL,
1 PL, 1 LA), with a clear prevalence of type 2 ‘activism’ (9 codings), followed
by type 1 (7 codings) and then type 3 (4 codings). Again, the type 2 codings
mostly describe “debates, interviews, podcasts, speeches, talks” (6), but
“counseling, services”, “courses, webinars, workshops” and “literature
recommendations” were also present (1 each). This suggests that in Brazil too,
librarianship has become “critical” (Samek 2008) to a certain extent.
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Table 18: Further topic groups and ‘activism’ types
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Another reason why social media prove to be adequate for the assessment of
activism is that, obviously, what happens in the virtual space can have
implications for real life activism. The materials condensed under the category
“education” (type 2) in this investigation ideally equip library users with
expert knowledge that they may apply to their own spheres of ‘activism’,
whether online or offline. In fact, the libraries in the sample seem to take their
role as ‘educators’ very seriously, considering the proportion of type 2
‘activism’ in the collected data. In some cases, this may be another strategy to
promote ‘activism’ while externalizing the ‘liability’. If we take, for instance,
the series of film screenings during “pride month” that were brought up as an
example in chapter 3.2., it becomes apparent that it is the Cinema Club and
not the institution, who is credited with the organization of the event. This
way, the UnB appears as a sponsor but could plausibly pass the responsibility
for the content to the subordinate organization in case it was accused of
‘pursuing a progressive agenda’69.
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The threat of censorship is becoming ever more real. In 2019, the mayor of Rio de Janeiro attempted to intervene in
Brazil’s largest book festival in order to remove a comic featuring a gay kiss. The attempt met with strong opposition
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The constraints under which the institutions in Brazil can engage in the field
of identity politics are certainly severe. We have to take this into account when
trying to assess the total amount of ‘activism’. Up to this point, I have only
referred to those parts of the analyzed libraries’ Twitter communication that
can be read as some form of ‘activism’ (=codings), but have ignored the
‘empty space’ in between. I have stated in chapter 3 that a total 25,106 tweets
were gathered. In chapter 4 we have seen that the sample consists of a total of
887 codings that can be associated to one or more of the previously determined
topic groups. Adding to these, another 75 codings were attributed to
deductively defined, additional topic groups, such as “Human rights”,
“Democracy”, etc. (s. above). This makes a total of 962 for the entire sample,
which corresponds to only 3.8% of the total number of collected tweets.
Considering that some tweets received multiple codings, the real value is
probably even lower. However, the value differs depending on whether we
aggregate or disaggregate the library types. In the sample, the PL actually
show a higher percentage of ‘activist’ posts (5.4%) than the AL as a whole
(3.6%). However, this rate also varies within the group of AL, with
‘generalists’ at the top (5.5%), followed by those of the Humanities (4%), life
sciences and “other” (2.4% each), and STEM libraries at the bottom (1.2%).
The results for the remaining library types cannot be generalized since each
value corresponds to only one institution respectively. It is still interesting to
see how different they turned out to be: 1.1% for the SpL, 2.5% for the NL,
8.8% for the LA, and 17.1% for the ScL.
On an individual level, only nine accounts showed a proportion of ‘activist’
content of more than 5% (s. table 21). @bcguff leads the ranking again with
17.8%, @bvsp on the other hand, which holds the second most codings
altogether, only has a proportion of 6.6%. This ranking is perhaps the most
from artists, intellectuals and influencers and, in the end, caused the Supreme Court to prohibit the local government’s
intervention: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-lgbt-censorship-idUSKBN1WP2ES.
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diverse so far, with four AL (@bcguff, @bceunb, @bibeefe, @bc_ccmn),
three

PL

(@BSPbiblioteca,

@BibliotecasSP,

@bvsp),

the

ScL

(@bibliocp2nit) and the LA (@febab). Once again, it is not possible to
determine if the distribution would be similar if the composition of the sample
were more balanced, i.e. the prevalence of AL in this ranking could also be a
reflection of their dominant position in the sample.
Table 19: Proportion of ‘activist’ content from individual libraries
Codings
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As argued before, the sample is too small and heterogeneous and at the same
time, the makeup of the different comparison groups is too different to make
general statements. However, if we cautiously try to distill a general trend
from these findings, we could posit a correlation between the degree of
specialization and the ‘activism’ rate: the more specialized a library is, the less
likely it is to get involved in the field of identity politics. I see two possible
and distinct reasons for this pattern. From a ‘marketing’ perspective, the
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curation of a library’s online content should be made according to the makeup
of its user group(s). So a public library that is, in theory, open to all citizens
will try to address as many social groups as possible, including those that are
marginalized. But from a strictly strategic point of view it might make a lot of
sense to attract ‘niches’ that share the experience of feeling alienated or
ostracized. The fact that many of these groups acquired a sense of belonging
and cohesion, as well as a (possibly false) idea of internal homogeneity
through identity politics makes their (commercial) ‘exploitation’ even easier70.
The risk of alienating other user groups is then absorbed by the potential
increase brought by the expansion of the target audience. On the other hand, a
specialist library will not try to expand their ‘clientele’, because it corresponds
to a rather limited group of specialists anyway. The more promising strategy
in this case will rather be to demonstrate (scientific) excellence in its area of
expertise. For the Humanities, scientific expertise and identity politics may
not be mutually exclusive, since social dynamics are actually a major field of
study for social and political sciences, as well as for cultural studies in the
broadest sense. This might explain the higher proportion of ‘activist’ content
for libraries of the Humanities compared to those from the STEM area (as
stated above: respectively 4% and 1.2%).
The other reason concerns the perception of ‘the sciences’ and the academic
culture itself. I have already discussed the myth of ‘neutrality’ derived from
the principle of equal access that often prevents libraries from acting
politically (s. chapter 2.3.1.). But there is also an expectation of ‘neutrality’
pervading academia that somehow ‘rubs off’ even on those institutions that
are not – strictly speaking – sites of scientific production themselves, but work
closely to and for the scientific community, e.g. academic libraries. In this
logic, making public statements that could be read as too ‘ideological’ is
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Even though many authors agree that minorities generally respond well to targeted marketing strategies, Meyers and
Morgan (2013) found that this might not true, at least for African-American Millenials.
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frowned upon. However, since methodologies in the Humanities are rooted in
epistemological positions and hermeneutic approaches and often have
subjectivities as their objects of study, the constructed reality of discourses –
including scientific ones – as well as the malleability of concepts may be more
familiar to those working in this field. This might promote another
understanding of ‘scientific’ that reduces the impetus of the dictum of
‘neutrality’. By contrast, natural sciences have been largely evidence-based
from the very beginning and tend to operate with clear-cut concepts and strict
dualities. In this tradition, multi-perspectivity can be confused with
relativization and may thus be perceived as unscientific. This might explain
why the libraries connected to disciplines that are more technical show a lesser
degree of ‘activism’ in the sample, because entering the political arena, with
its negotiant and therefore necessarily ‘messy’ nature, could damage their
scientific credibility.
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6. Limitations
As reiterated once and again, the sample does not allow for hasty
generalizations. In order to identify the reasons behind the tentative results
outlined above, a deeper analysis of the institutions’ social media strategies
would be indispensable. In addition, the question whether the trend emerging
from the collected data is a real one or a statistical distortion would have to be
validated by further quantitative examination. Still, the typology I proposed
proved to be a suitable first step in the assessment of web ‘activism’ for
libraries. It made it possible to classify posts according to a gradational set of
categories that allowed ‘activism’ to be operationalized, and to identify
‘activist’ and ‘not so activist’ institutions.
In furtherance of this study’s central research questions, it would be interesting
to gather data from other social media providers and compare them to the
results of this study. As stated before, Facebook still seems to enjoy a rather
high significance for libraries’ online communication and community building
efforts in Brazil (?). Given the less constrained nature of Facebook posts,
topics can be placed and developed to an entirely different extent than in a
tweet with very limited characters. The analysis of larger periods is likely to
produce interesting findings too. Ideally, an at least ten-year period could
bring insights into the heightened visibility of identity issues in the political
discussion on social media in Brazil, pointing out the effects changes e.g. in
legislation had on the discourse. It would also shed some light on the question
whether libraries actively pushed the transformation or ‘merely’ joined an
already on-going process. In this context, a look into online library networks
could help mapping the relationships between different institutions and the
paths ‘activist’ content takes. Surely, this would also be a way to measure the
impact the material has.
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As a next step, it would be necessary to monitor user behavior in order to
determine which social media strategies prove to be successful. In this context
I define ‘successful’ both as a high number of user interactions that can be
used e.g. as an instrument of legitimation in negotiations with stakeholders,
but also as increasing visibility of the cause for which the institution is
advocating. The findings could be further refined to create basic guidelines for
libraries’ digital communication and for social movements that depend on
high public engagement to make themselves heard. This way, libraries would
not only increase their chances of remaining relevant actors of the
‘information industry’, but also accomplish their self-defined mission of
contributing to a more equal and just world.
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7. Conclusion
Brazil was no exception to the global emancipation movements of
discriminated minorities that established collective identities in their attempt
at gaining political recognition, as we have seen in chapter 2. The international
developments seem to have resonated within Brazilian society who adapted
the political movements in relation to the country’s specific socio-historical
configuration. Social movements became allies of the newly elected leftleaning government in the early 2000’s, setting the agenda for almost two
decades of profound changes. The ‘revolutionary’ impetus of these changes
set a process of reconfiguration and re-evaluation in motion that shed light on
oppressive structures. The more conservative fractions of the population
reacted strongly to these changes, and the mobilization around this growing
resentment resulted in the violent backlash epitomized by Jair Messias
Bolsonaro’s election in 2019. Stifled by the Coronavirus pandemic that hit
Brazil severely from mid-2020 and onwards, the political opposition has
turned to online platforms and social media to mobilize the public. While the
digital medium has arguably increased the level of polarization in the society,
the sample I have analyzed also attests for the liveliness of democratic forces
in online communication cultures. The results of my study inspire me to agree
with the optimistic outlook presented by Paixão (2016: 147): “A democratic
movement with great power of radicalism is growing in our country,
announcing on the horizon the prospect of a more fraternal country, in which
opportunities and social rights will be accessible to all, regardless of each
person's physical characteristics”71.

“[C]resce em nosso país um movimento democrático de grande poder de radicalidade, anunciando no horizonte a
perspectiva de um país mais fraterno, no qual as oportunidades e direitos sociais serão acessíveis por todos
independentemente das características físicas de cada um” (Paixão 216: 147,translated with DeepL).
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Even though the examples I have analyzed are not necessarily representative,
they do suggest that libraries in Brazil have been advocating for marginalized
identities. Diverse as their strategies might be, a considerable amount of
institutions does not seem to shy away from positioning themselves by posting
content that can be read as ‘activist’. Some dare to make quite bold statements;
others take the indirect route and retweet someone else’s post; some host
events and organize donation campaigns; others prefer to highlight those
materials within their collections that discuss issues caused by systemic
discrimination. In all cases, it is an active decision, a decision that contributes
to creating spaces – virtual ones and possibly beyond – where minorities can
feel seen and respected, like the groups of full-fledged citizens that they are.
Considering the tense political situation and the defunding72 of cultural and
educational institutions that is already in progress in Brazil, this kind of
‘activism’ poses a very real risk to them. Still, most of the analyzed libraries
have been choosing to act politically and express their support for the most
vulnerable.
Although, as I have stated before, further research would be necessary to
assess the motivation behind the collected ‘activist’ social media
communication, we can gain important insights for LIS and library work from
this sample. ‘Neutrality’ of public institutions cannot be understood as a mere
absence of constraints, because in a system constructed upon inequalities, this
‘neutrality’ is not so neutral after all. In order to achieve real equality, or
equity, it is often necessary to act. These actions can vary in scale and scope,
but will be, I assert, invariably beneficial if they provoke a discussion. Social
media has proven to be a powerful tool in shaping public opinion and
sometimes even for mobilizing people around a common interest, for better or
worse. It can potentially assist ‘the good struggle’ and help people organize
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“Brazil’s
budget
cuts
threaten
more
than
80,000
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-02484-w (Online June 22 2021).
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science

scholarships”

(Nature):

and act against oppressive systems. Unfortunately, the nefarious effect of its
misuse has also surfaced quite blatantly in recent times, if we think for
example of the role they played in the spread of false information that turn out
to be decisive in elections. When populists instrumentalize collective
insecurities and try to turn majorities against their designated scapegoats, it is
the duty of the democratic state and its institutions to buffer the effects of this
demagogy and protect the most vulnerable. However, when institutions
disregard this duty and equate being ‘open to all’ with staying ‘on the fence’,
the wrongly upheld ‘neutrality’ can turn out to be harmful.
In the case of academic libraries, I theorize that another problematic layer
might hamper this kind of necessary action: a generalized skepticism towards
everything that appears ‘ideological’73. In fact, ‘ideological’ and ‘scientific’
have become antithetical and are often presented as clear-cut categories, the
one being ‘subjective’ and the other necessarily ‘objective’. Just to be clear, I
do not intend to polemicize or deny the legitimacy of the scientific knowledge
production. Born out of trial-and-error based processes, scientifically proved
results are certainly the closest correspondent to objective reality that humans
can conceptualize. At the same time, scholars and intellectuals working with
post-structuralist perspectives – that are just as ‘scientific’ – have argued that
one cannot apply the same rigid frameworks of “evidence” as in the natural
sciences when analyzing and interpreting cultural products (like language or
society itself). Moreover, while the question of objectivity remains important,
the conceptualization of science – as well as objectivity – is in itself a product
of research cultures. The history of science suggests as much, and it works as
a reminder of the many grave errors and mistakes in the history of scientific
practice, and its susceptibility for manipulation. In the past, highly appraised
In Brazil, a similar mindset has spawned the absurdity called the School Without Party Movement (“Escola Sem
Partido”), through which right-wing politicians and mostly conservative parents attempt to keep schools “ideology-free”:
https://www.bera.ac.uk/blog/a-freirean-resistance-conscientizacao-against-the-right-wing-escola-sem-partidomovement-in-brazil (Online June 22 2021).
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and, in some ways, certainly brilliant men have put in a great deal of effort to
‘scientifically prove’ the supposed ‘superiority of white men’ over other races
and women, arguing with their ‘natural’ aptitude for rationality. Even though
society has made – I dare say – a great deal of progress since then, inequality
and injustice remain and are, in many cases, still presented as something
inevitable or even ‘natural’.
The very idea that is pushing the Open Science Movement, for example, is a
political one. It is the call for leaving the ‘ivory tower’ and democratizing
knowledge distribution and acquisition. In times of fake news, alternative
facts, and the ticking time bomb of climate change, this access to information
will potentially have a huge impact on the future of humankind. Libraries have
an important role to play in this process, if they are willing to put in the work.
The imperative of 'neutrality' is meant to guarantee equal treatment of all
citizens and to attend to their diverse information needs. However, if being
‘neutral’ means not challenging injustices inscribed into the status quo, can
libraries still fulfill their mission?
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1. Ranking: Total of Codings vs. ‘Activism’ Score
Account name
bcguff
BVFAPESP
SIBI_UFRJ
bibhucff
biblioepusp
bceunb
bu_ufsc
bibliotecadaeca
BibliotecaFMVZ
BibECOCFCH
bibliotecafmusp
bcrpusp
bc_ccmn
UFCBibliotecas
bc_ccs
BibliotecaUfpa
BibliotecaPUCRS
BibliotecaCQ
bibliotecafoa
BibliotecaUCS
bibfsp_usp
bibeefe
BCSP_UNIFESP
bibffufrj
SiBFURG
BibliotecaFEA
biblioteca_CENA
BiblioDiadema
bibliotecadoITA
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Actions
(x3)
33
0
7
2
5
4
2
1
5
1
0
4
1
1
1
5
0
2
1
0
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

Education
(x2)
152
42
27
21
12
13
12
15
7
9
9
4
4
7
4
0
6
1
2
4
1
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0

Visibility
(x1)
45
15
9
9
16
6
11
5
4
9
11
7
11
5
7
3
2
3
2
1
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
1

Coding
total
230
57
43
32
33
23
25
21
16
19
20
15
16
13
12
8
8
6
5
5
3
2
2
3
2
1
1
1
1

Activism
score
448
99
84
57
55
44
41
38
33
30
29
27
22
22
18
18
14
11
9
9
6
6
6
4
4
2
1
1
1

2. Example for Type 1 ‘Activism’ (@bcguff)
“Maria da Conceceição Evaristo de Brito was born in Belo
Horizonte in 1946. Of humble origin, she migrated to Rio de
Janeiro in the 1970s. She graduated in Literature from UFRJ and
worked as a public school teacher in the same city. She holds a
master's degree in Brazilian literature
My daughter's voice
Gathers all the voices
Gathers in itself
The silent, mute voices
Choked in the throats.
The voice of my daughter
Gathers in itself...
from PUC-Rio de Janeiro, with the dissertation Black Literature:
a Poetics of Our Afro-Brazilianness (1996), and a PhD in
Comparative Literature from the Universidade Federal
Fluminense, with the thesis Malungo74 Poems, Sibling Chants
(2011), in which she studies the poetic works of

Afro-Brazilians Nei Lopes and Edimilson Almeida Pereira,
comparing them to those of the Angolan Agostinho Neto.
An active participant in movements to value black culture in our
country, she made her literary debut in 1990, when she began
publishing her short stories and poems in the
Cadernos Negros series. A versatile writer, she cultivates poetry,
fiction, and essays. Since then, her texts have been attracting
more and more readers. The writer contributes to publications in
Germany, England, and the United States. Her short stories have
been studied in Brazilian universities.75

74
75

1) Good friend or partner; 2) Person who was fed the same breast milk as another (https://dicionario.priberam.org/malungo).
Translated with deepl (https://www.deepl.com/translator), edited by me.
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3. Script Used for Data Scraping (Python)
# Necessary libraries
import tweepy
import datetime
import xlsxwriter
import sys
# Credentials from https://apps.twitter.com/
consumer_key= '…'
consumer_secret= '…'
access_token= '…'
access_token_secret= '…'
auth = tweepy.OAuthHandler(consumer_key, consumer_secret)
auth.set_access_token(access_token, access_token_secret)
api = tweepy.API(auth)
#Library account data
username = "username"
startDate = datetime.datetime(2020, 5, 1, 0, 0, 0)
endDate = datetime.datetime(2021, 5, 1, 0, 0, 0)
tweets = []
tmpTweets = api.user_timeline(username)
for tweet in tmpTweets:
if tweet.created_at < endDate and tweet.created_at > startDate:
tweets.append(tweet)
while (tmpTweets[-1].created_at > startDate):
print("Last Tweet @", tmpTweets[-1].created_at, " - fetching some more")
tmpTweets = api.user_timeline(username, max_id = tmpTweets[-1].id)
for tweet in tmpTweets:
if tweet.created_at < endDate and tweet.created_at > startDate:
tweets.append(tweet)
workbook = xlsxwriter.Workbook(username + ".xlsx")
worksheet = workbook.add_worksheet()
row = 0
for tweet in tweets:
worksheet.write_string(row, 0, str(tweet.id))
worksheet.write_string(row, 1, str(tweet.created_at))
worksheet.write(row, 2, tweet.text)
worksheet.write_string(row, 3, str(tweet.in_reply_to_status_id))
worksheet.write(row, 4, tweet.retweet_count)
row += 1
workbook.close()
print("Excel file ready")
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4. Total Number of Tweets vs. ‘Activist’ Tweets
Account name
General
libraries
bcguff
BVFAPESP
SIBI_UFRJ
bceunb
bu_ufsc
bcrpusp
UFCBibliotecas
BibliotecaUfpa
BibliotecaPUCRS
BibliotecaUCS
SiBFURG
BCSP_UNIFESP
Life sciences
bibhucff
bibliotecafmusp
BibliotecaFMVZ
bc_ccs
bibliotecafoa
bibfsp_usp
bibfufrj
Science,
Technology,
Engineering,
Mathematics
biblioepusp
bc_ccmn
BibliotecaCQ
BiblioDiadema
biblioteca_CENA
bibliotecadoITA
Humanities
BibECOCFCH
bibliotecadaeca
Other
bibeefe
BibliotecaFEA

Number of tweets

Number of codings

Percentage

1468
2637
1252
204
803
769
418
311
395
334
181
120
8892

262
70
52
26
25
15
13
8
8
5
3
2
489

17,8%
2,7%
4,2%
12,7%
3,1%
2,0%
3,1%
2,6%
2,0%
1,5%
1,7%
1,7%
5,5%

812
1187
630
534
377
204
143
3887

32
22
16
13
5
3
3
94

3,9%
1,9%
2,5%
2,4%
1,3%
1,5%
2,1%
2,4%

2155
313
1059
91
1325
99
5042

35
16
7
1
1
1
61

1,6%
5,1%
0,7%
1,1%
0,1%
1,0%
1,2%

1246
451
1697

46
22
68

3,7%
4,9%
4,0%

16
111

2
1

12,5%
0,9%
85

Academic
library total
Public libraries
bvsp
Bibliote_comuni
BSPbiblioteca
BibliotecasSP
Library
association
febab
National
Library
FBN
School library
bibliocp2nit
Specialized
library
BibliotecadoMN

86

127

3

2,4%

19645

715

3,6%

2282
1404
151
27
3864

151
43
12
2
208

6,6%
3,1%
7,9%
7,4%
5,4%

274

24

8,8%

949

24

2,5%

41

7

17,1%

185

2

1,1%

5. Word List (Thesaurus)
negro
negros
negra
negras
afro
afro-descendente
afrodescendente
racis*
discrimina*
identidade*
identitári*
empoderamento
empowerment
emancipação
feminismo
feminista
machis*
sexismo
sexista
misógin*
mulher*
gênero
lgbt
lgbtq
lgbtqi
lgbtqia
gay*
lésbica*
trans
transex*
bissexua*
homossexua*
homoafetiv*
assexua*
não-binári*
non-binary
queer
indígena
indígenas
originário
originários
tradicionais
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